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I. INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In early December of 2011, it came to light1 that then Dean of The University of Texas at 
Austin School of Law (the “Law School”), Lawrence Sager, had received a $500,000 forgivable 
personal loan from The University of Texas Law School Foundation (the “Foundation”).  Shortly 
thereafter, The University of Texas at Austin President William Powers, Jr. asked Dean Sager to 
step down as Dean effective immediately.2  This revelation also prompted questions about the 
relationship between The University of Texas at Austin (“U. T. Austin”) and the Foundation, and 
how such forgivable personal loans are structured with employees of U. T. Austin.  To better 
understand the situation, The University of Texas System Board of Regents (the “Board of 
Regents”) asked the Vice Chancellor and General Counsel of The University of Texas System 
(“U. T. System”) to review the relevant facts, develop a report outlining the relationship between 
U. T. Austin and the Foundation, and to make recommendations, if appropriate, regarding 
restructuring the relationship between U. T. Austin and the Foundation, and any other matters 
necessary to improve the transparency and accountability of compensation for Law School 
faculty involving the Foundation.  The result is this report.3 

 In reading this report, it is important to understand its scope and the inquiries it attempts 
to make and answer.  This report is not the result of an investigation of the Foundation or its 
inter-workings, although to fully understand the relationship between the Law School and the 
Foundation one must necessarily understand something about the history and structure of the 
Foundation.  This report and recommendations focuses on U. T. Austin and how it interacts with 
the Foundation and internally manages the relationship with particular emphasis of the forgivable 
personal loan program and overall faculty compensation at the Law School.  There might be 
larger inquiries that could be made about other aspects of a university’s interaction with a 
supporting foundation but such inquiries are beyond the scope of this report and 
recommendations.  In reviewing the facts and circumstances relating to the public disclosure of 
the $500,000 forgivable personal loan to Dean Sager, this report focuses principally on the 
following areas of inquiry: 

 The role and history of the Foundation in supporting the Law School and the 
Foundation’s alignment with the goals and mission of the Law School; 
 

 The structure, scope, and sufficiency of the Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) 
between the Law School and the Foundation; 
 

                                                 
1 “Came to light” should not be misinterpreted.  There exists no evidence that anyone at the Foundation or the 

Law School attempted to or did conceal the forgivable personal loan program which is the primary focus of this report.  
The forgivable personal loan program was simply not known or understood outside the immediate Law School 
community. 

2 Austin American-Statesman articles dated December 8, 2011 and December 9, 2011. 
3 This report was written by Vice Chancellor and General Counsel Barry Burgdorf of the U. T. System Office 

of General Counsel (OGC).  OGC attorneys, Alan Marks and Karen Lundquist, made significant contributions to the 
report.  Patricia Ohlendorf, Vice President for Legal Affairs at U. T. Austin, also contributed by assisting with the 
gathering of documents and arranging interviews of U. T. Austin employees.  A near final draft of this report was 
reviewed and commented on by outside counsel, Kenneth M. Breen of Paul Hastings, LLP; although Mr. Breen took no 
part in the gathering of evidence or witness interviews. 
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 The issue of compensation of faculty at top tier law schools and particularly the 
Foundation’s role in supporting the compensation plan of the Law School; 
 

 The structure and specifically the transparency and accountability of the forgivable 
personal loan program undertaken by the Foundation at the request and direction of the 
Law School, including the specific facts and circumstances surrounding Dean Sager’s 
$500,000 forgivable personal loan; and 
 

 The overall internal information sharing and approval process for faculty compensation 
between the Law School and U. T. Austin central administration. 

 In making these inquiries, the author of this report was provided with unfettered access to 
documents and witnesses both at U. T. Austin and the Foundation.  The Foundation, a standalone 
non-profit charitable organization devoted to the support of the Law School, opened its doors 
and provided documents and witnesses promptly and without question.  The following personnel 
were interviewed on the following days: 

- Robert C. Grable, immediate past-President of the Foundation – January 4, 2012 
 

- Jon Newton, President of the Foundation – January 10, 2012 
 
- Kimberly Biar, Assistant Dean for Financial Affairs, U. T. Austin School of Law – 

January 10, 2012 
 
- William Powers, Jr., President, U. T. Austin – February 13, 2012 
 
- Former Dean Lawrence Sager, U. T. Austin School of Law – March 7, 2012 
 
- Patricia Ohlendorf, Vice President for Legal Affairs, U. T. Austin – at various times 

from February-May, 2012 
 
- Members of the Foundation Executive Committee – February 10, 2012, and May 11, 

2012 
 
- Steven W. Leslie, Ph.D., Executive Vice President and Provost, U. T. Austin – 

May 23, 2012 
 
- Mark Yudof, President of the University of California System, former Dean, U. T. 

Austin School of Law;  former Executive Vice President and Provost, U. T. Austin; 
and former Chancellor, U. T. System – May 24, 2012 

 As this review was launched, Jon Newton, current President of the Foundation, formed an 
internal committee (the “Long Committee”)4 to study and recommend structural and operating 

                                                 
4 Named after Foundation Trustee Joe Long, Chairman of the ad hoc committee.  The Long Committee 

submitted its report to the Foundation Board of Trustees on May 11, 2012, and as detailed in Section IV of this report, all 
recommendations of the Long Committee were discussed, voted on, and accepted by the Foundation Board of Trustees. 
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improvements for the Foundation and its relationship with U. T. Austin.  As discussed later in 
this report, the recommendations of the Long Committee and this report parallel each other in 
some respects.  Finally, at the request of the report’s author, the Foundation agreed to place a 
moratorium on further grants of forgivable personal loans during the pendency of this review.  
That moratorium remains in effect. 

 The principal conclusions of the review are as follows: 

1. The Foundation has a long 60-year history of supporting the Law 
School in a variety of substantial ways through a number of programs that were 
known to top administrators at both U. T. Austin and U. T. System, and have been 
vital to the success attained by the Law School. 

 
2. The relationship between the Law School and the Foundation is 

governed by an MOU; however, the current MOU needs some revision and 
updating to comprehensively address modern standards of transparency and 
accountability for a public university. 
 

3. Competitive, market-based compensation is key to the recruitment 
and retention of highly sought after law school faculty, and the Foundation has 
played a significant role in the development of a world-class faculty at the Law 
School. 
 

4. The process by which U. T. Austin accepted Foundation support of 
faculty compensation through the now-inactive forgivable personal loan program 
(including, and especially, the $500,000 forgivable personal loan to Dean Sager) did 
not ensure appropriate approval and transparency, and overall, despite best 
intentions to meet market conditions attendant to the recruitment and retention of 
top tier law school faculty (which efforts were successful), is not adequate for a 
public institution. 
 

5. The process by which the Law School interacts with central 
administration at U. T. Austin on issues of faculty compensation as carried out in 
practice is insufficient to ensure that central administration had adequate, timely 
information to understand and manage any issues that may arise with regard to 
Law School faculty compensation. 

In its concluding section, this report contains specific recommendations addressing each 
of these principal conclusions. 
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II. THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS LAW SCHOOL FOUNDATION 

A. History and Structure5 

The decision to form the Foundation was made at a November 10, 1951, meeting of the 
Board of Directors of The University of Texas Law School Association (the “Board of the Law 
School Association”) (a predecessor of the current Alumni Association).6  Minutes from the 
meeting show that the Dean of the Law School at that time, Page Keeton, stressed the importance 
of obtaining more funds for the Law School to pay Law School professors.7  Dean Keeton noted 
that financial support was needed most in the area of faculty salaries to enable the Law School to 
compete with the premier law schools in the country.8  Dean Keeton also argued for additional 
funds to support many other projects and programs, such as research and scholarships that would 
benefit the Law School and the legal community in general.9   

The Board of the Law School Association agreed and also recognized the critical need for 
private support in order for the Law School to achieve its full potential.10  It was the desire of the 
Board of the Law School Association that a foundation be created to further legal education, 
legal research, financial assistance to deserving students, and the overall mission of the Law 
School.11  Specifically, the Board of the Law School Association suggested that a foundation be 
set up to “carry out research programs, institutes, and promote the improvement of the 
administration of justice in Texas.”12 

In June 1952, the Foundation was established as a private, non-profit educational 
corporation.13  In accordance with the expressed desires of Dean Keeton and the Board of the 
Law School Association, the mission of the Foundation was and is the development, 
management, and enhancement of financial and administrative resources that support the Law 
School.  The original charter of the Foundation provided in part that the purpose of the 
Foundation, “. . . is to support an educational undertaking as authorized by subdivision 2 of 
Article 1302 of Texas Revised Civil Statutes of 1925 by furtherance in the School of Law of The 
University of Texas of legal education, legal research, financial assistance to deserving students, 
and the progress of the law, to solicit donations for particular objectives to accomplish such 
purpose, including such objectives as that of establishing or assisting in establishing 
professorships and scholarships in the School of Law of The University of Texas . . .”14   

There were seven initial trustees of the corporation.15  The founders were named “Members 
for Life” and had the authority to elect other “Life Members.”16  There were no other members.  

                                                 
5 This section of the report draws heavily from The University of Texas Law School Foundation Trustees 

Handbook, provided by Robert C. Grable, immediate past-President of the Foundation. 
6 See Exhibit 1, attached hereto.   
7 Id.   
8 See Exhibit 2, attached hereto.   
9 See Exhibit 1, attached hereto. 
10 Id.   
11 Id. 
12 Id. 
13 See Exhibit 3, attached hereto.   
14 Id.   
15 Id.   
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Life Members had the authority to amend the Bylaws and Articles of Incorporation.  Id.  Life 
Members identified themselves as Trustees and also elected other Trustees and the officers of the 
Corporation.  Therefore, they were sometimes erroneously called Life Trustees.  Trustees who 
composed the Executive Committee were the Trustees who were also the Life Members.  
Traditionally, the Life Members elected others from their ranks as President and Vice President.  
Currently, there are 37 Trustees.  Of the 37 Trustees, seven are Life Member Trustees.17 

1. John Charles Townes Foundation (JCT Foundation) 

It is important to understand the structure and history of a related group of endowments.  
In 1942, prior to the formation of the Foundation, the Board of Regents created the John Charles 
Townes Foundation (the “JCT Foundation”).18  The JCT Foundation was created to receive gifts 
dedicated to the Law School.  However, the JCT Foundation, which is sometimes referred to as 
an internal foundation, is not a foundation at all.  It is simply the name used to identify a group of 
endowments benefiting the Law School and held by U. T. Austin.  The endowment funds that 
comprise the JCT Foundation are managed by U. T. Austin through The University of Texas 
Management Company (“UTIMCO”).  The 1942 Resolution of the Board provided for a 
committee of the Texas State Bar to advise the Dean of the Law School regarding the 
expenditure of the funds of the JCT Foundation.19  The Resolution creating the JCT Foundation 
was amended in 1983, and, among other things, substituted the Foundation as the advisor to the 
Dean of the Law School on expenditures from the JCT Foundation.20  Thus today, by dictate 
from the Board of Regents, the Foundation acts as advisor on spending earnings from the JCT 
Foundation.  This role, created by the Board of Regents, has sometimes created confusion about 
the separate nature of the Foundation. 

2. Texas Attorney General Opinion MW-373 dated October 5, 1981 

In 1981, prior to executing the MOU, U. T. System sought a legal opinion from the Texas 
Office of the Attorney General concerning various issues related to the interplay between U. T. 
Austin, the Law School, and the Foundation.  The Attorney General determined, among other 
things, that the Board of Regents has authority under Sec. 65.31 of the Texas Education Code to 
permit the Law School to provide the Foundation with a reasonable amount of resources to 
enable it to support the educational function of the Law School.21   

The Attorney General opined that Article 3, Sec. 51 of the Texas Constitution mandates 
that a grant by U. T. Austin to the Foundation must serve a public purpose appropriate to the 
function of U. T. Austin and that adequate consideration must flow to the public.22  Further, the 
Attorney General stated that for the grant to pass constitutional muster U. T. Austin must 
maintain a certain level of control over the Foundation’s activities to ensure that the public 

                                                                                                                                                             
16 Id.   
17 Today, the seven Life Member Trustees are E. William Barnett, David J. Beck, Joseph D. Jamail, Jr., Harry 

M. Reasoner, C. Kenneth Roberts, Morris Atlas, and J. Mark McLaughlin. 
18 See Exhibit 4, attached hereto.   
19 Id.   
20 See Exhibit 5, attached hereto.   
21 See Exhibit 6, attached hereto. 
22 Id.   
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purpose is actually achieved.23  This three-part analysis concerning a public institution’s support 
of a related but independent private entity – mission, consideration, adequate control –remains 
the analytical framework for assessing these types of relationships across state government in 
Texas.  As to the Law School’s support of the Foundation under this analysis, the Attorney 
General found that the relationship was constitutional.  Today, as detailed in the following 
section of the report, the Law School provides the Foundation with office space, the Foundation 
and the Law School share some employees, and the Dean of the Law School participates with 
and advises the Foundation in various material ways. 

In sum, throughout its history, the Foundation has been structured as a separate but 
related supporting entity.  Its separateness and the role the Foundation plays with the Law School 
have been acknowledged by third parties, including the Board of Regents, the Attorney General, 
and at times courts.24  That separateness discussed in detail in Section II.C of this report has been 
protected to allow flexible, multi-faceted, significant support of the Law School. 

B. Organizational and Governing Documents, Policies and Procedures of The 
University of Texas Law School Foundation 

The MOU, executed on April 30, 1982, in the wake of the Attorney General’s opinion in 
1981, was the first formal agreement between U. T. Austin and the Foundation.25  It was 
structured to meet the three-part test enumerated by the Attorney General.  The MOU restates 
and elaborates the Foundation’s purpose, as expressed in its charter, which is to support legal 
education by soliciting and expending donations for that purpose (mission – part one).26  The 
MOU details numerous specific purposes directed at serving the Law School’s educational 
enterprise: the provision of administrative services, financial aid for students, and funds and 
services directed at faculty recruitment.27  In addition, the Foundation works closely with Law 
School alumni groups and has participated and continues to participate in the Law School 
continuing legal education programs. 

In the MOU, U. T. Austin agrees to furnish the Foundation offices and provide certain 
equipment, and to provide U. T. Austin employees to operate the Foundation.28  In return, the 
Foundation agrees to reimburse U. T. Austin a reasonable amount each year for the services of 
U. T. Austin employees (consideration – part two).29  A supplemental agreement is signed each 
year covering the payment for that year.30  There is no definition of a reasonable sum, nor is 
there an identification of the factors to be considered in determining what is reasonable. 

In prior years, the percentage of time spent on Foundation matters was identified and that 
percentage was applied against U. T. Austin’s total cost of those employees.  However, in recent 

                                                 
23 Id.   
24 For example, when the Law School and the Foundation have been sued in the same lawsuit, courts have 

recognized them as separate entities with separate potential liability.  See, e.g., Final Judgment filed November 17, 2006 
in Loftus C. Carson, II v. University of Texas at Austin, et al., USDC Civil Action No. A-05-CA-437-DEW.  

25 Attached hereto as Exhibit 7.   
26 Id.   
27 Id.   
28 Id.   
29 Id.   
30 Attached hereto as Exhibit 8.   
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years, the Foundation reimburses U. T. Austin solely for the incremental cost of employees 
performing work for the Foundation.  For example, assume an employee spends about half of her 
time on Foundation matters.  However, if there were no Foundation, the employee would have to 
perform many of those duties for the Law School.  Therefore, U. T. Austin is reimbursed only for 
the time spent on Foundation matters that otherwise would not be performed at all.  Using this 
incremental test to determine what is reasonable, instead of the prior formula, enables the 
Foundation to direct more funds for support of Law School programs. 

By practice and structure, the Dean of the Law School devotes a certain percentage of his 
or her time to Foundation matters.31  There are currently two Law School employees in the 
Financial Affairs Department who also devote time to the Foundation, Kimberly Biar, the 
Assistant Dean for Financial Affairs, and Glenn Woelfel.32  In fact, Mr. Woelfel actually devotes 
100% of his time to the Foundation.33  There are also fifteen employees from the Development 
and Alumni Relations Department at the Law School who may devote a certain percentage of 
their time to the Foundation depending on the gifts donated in any given year.34  This includes 
Carla Cooper, the Assistant Dean for Development and Alumni Relations, who is also the 
Secretary of the Foundation.35   

There is a Foundation Standard of Conduct Policy that all employees of the Law School 
are required to comply with when engaging in work on behalf of the Foundation.36  Employees 
of the Law School are also required to comply with all University policies and procedures at all 
times, including while working for the Foundation (control – part three). 

The MOU has been amended and supplemented; and, as mentioned, annual agreements 
between the Law School and the Foundation memorialize annual payments from the Foundation 
to the Law School.37  The Board of Regents approved the MOU when it was first executed in the 
early 1980s.38  The MOU has changed little since it was first executed in 1982 as described 
above – essentially meeting the mandate of the Attorney General opinion and little more.  As set 
forth in the recommendations section of this report, the MOU should now be amended. 

A proposed First Amended MOU is attached as Exhibit 11.  The First Amended MOU 
will further facilitate a productive relationship between U. T. Austin, the Law School, and the 
Foundation, and reflect best practices for documentation of a relationship between a supporting 
foundation and a public university.  New provisions specifically address U. T. Austin and 
Foundation accountability, as well as the Foundation’s administrative structure and how it is 
financed; thus, creating greater transparency.  The proposed First Amended MOU provides a 
brief overview on how funds are transferred between the Foundation and the Law School, and 
the applicable rules and laws governing such transfers.  In addition, the disposition of the 
Foundation’s assets upon dissolution, and the use of U. T. Austin and the Law School’s name, 

                                                 
31 See Exhibit 9, attached hereto.   
32 Id.   
33 Id.   
34 Id.   
35 Id.   
36 Attached hereto as Exhibit 10.   
37 See Exhibit 8, attached hereto.   
38 Attached hereto as Exhibit 7.   
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symbols, and trademarks are now addressed.  Thus, the revised document as proposed 
demonstrates that a formal set of understandings exist between U. T. Austin, the Law School, 
and the Foundation, and all material matters concerning the relationship are set forth in the 
proposed amended MOU. 

1. The University of Texas Law School Foundation Amended Bylaws and 
Second Amended Articles of Incorporation 

In 2001, the Life Members decided that the two-tiered organization was no longer 
appropriate and made major changes in the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws.39  Under the new 
and current organization, all of the authority of the Life Members in the prior organization is 
vested in the Foundation Board of Trustees.  In other words, the full Board of Trustees of the 
Foundation now has control of the Bylaws and Articles of Incorporation and elects Trustees and 
officers.40  The reorganized Foundation is no longer a member organization.  

One vestige of the old system remains.  Those individuals who were previously Life 
Members were grandfathered as “Life Member Trustees.”41  However, the Life Member Trustees 
have no other special status.  All Trustees have the same rights and responsibilities in governing 
the Foundation.42  Furthermore, under the current Bylaws there will be no more Life Member 
Trustees added.  The Life Member Trustees can, at any time, elect to become Senior Trustees, a 
category of former Trustees.  Senior Trustees are invited to attend the Foundation Board meetings, 
but they cannot vote and do not have the responsibilities of a Trustee.43   

Another significant change made in 2001 was the term of the Trustees.  In the past, 
Trustees were elected for one-year terms, but could be reelected indefinitely.  Now, Trustees 
(except for Life Member Trustees) are elected for three-year terms and can be reelected for one 
additional three-year term.44  After two consecutive terms, a Trustee may not be considered for 
further service on the Board until a minimum of one year has elapsed.45   

In 2002, the Foundation Board of Trustees created the following committees pursuant to 
Section I, Article IV of the Amended Bylaws: Budget Committee, Development Committee, 
Audit Committee, and Investment Committee.  The roles and duties for each of these 
Committees are set forth in Exhibit 14. 

2. Budgets and Sources of Income 

The Foundation has a detailed and specific operating and budget structure.  The 
Foundation has four basic budgets, the Endowed Budget46, the Special Purpose Gifts Budget, the 
Operating (unrestricted) Budget, and the Dean’s Budget.  All budgets are prepared by the staff 
working with the Dean of the Law School and are reviewed by the Foundation’s Budget 

                                                 
39 Attached hereto as Exhibits 12 and 13, respectively.   
40 See id.   
41 Id.   
42 Id.   
43 Id.   
44 See Exhibit 13, attached hereto.   
45 Id.   
46 Please refer to Section II.B.3 below for a detailed discussion concerning Foundation Endowments. 
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Committee pursuant to the policies set forth in the Foundation Approval Manual.47  The Budget 
Committee then presents the budgets to the Foundation’s Board of Trustees for approval.48   

The Special Purpose Gifts Budget is limited to funds from gifts for which the donors 
have written or explicit oral instructions regarding the use of those funds.49  A report containing 
non-endowed special purpose gifts is presented to and reviewed by the Foundation’s Board of 
Trustees at each Board meeting.50  The report lists the special purpose gifts (including 
anticipated special purpose gifts), the balance shown at the last meeting, the expenditures since 
the last report, and the remaining balance which becomes the final budget unless the 
Foundation’s Board approves a lesser amount.51   

The policy of the Foundation’s Board of Trustees dictates that a small percent of the 
endowments is collected each year as a management fee.52  The amount is determined each year 
by estimating the cost of servicing the endowments.53  These funds are unrestricted and along 
with unrestricted gifts make up the funds for the Operating Budget and the Dean’s Budget.  The 
Operating Budget covers expenses for operating the Foundation and certain other Law School 
expenses. 

After the Operating Budget is prepared, a significant amount of unrestricted funds 
received during the fiscal year typically remains.  Traditionally, a portion of these funds is made 
available for the Dean’s Budget, and another portion is set aside as unrestricted reserves.  The 
Dean’s Budget covers special projects or activities of the Law School that the Dean identifies as 
deserving. 

3. Foundation Endowments 

An endowment is a permanent, substantial gift to the Law School.  Funds generated from 
investment of the endowment are used for the purpose designated by the donor (many times 
Trustees themselves), such as financial aid, merit awards for students, supplemental salary 
support for faculty, and research.  Endowments can be established for any lawful purpose for the 
benefit of the Law School.  However, for endowments held by U. T. Austin, U. T. Austin must 
approve the purpose and form of the endowment, and for endowments held by the Foundation, 
the Foundation must approve the purpose and form of the endowment.54  Gifts or bequests from 
any such external organization must be accepted and approved under gift acceptance policies.”55   

Funds donated for an endowment are permanently restricted by donor intent as expressed 
in written agreements.  That is, those funds are the corpus of the endowment and can never be 

                                                 
47 Attached hereto as Exhibit 15. 
48 Id. 
49 Id.   
50 Id.   
51 Id.   
52 See Exhibit 16, attached hereto.   
53 Id.   
54 See, U. T. System Regents’ Rules and Regulations, Rule 60305, External Nonprofit Corporations, which 

provides that foundations “are administered by boards of directors independent from the control and supervision of the 
Board of Regents.”   

55 See, also, U. T. System Administration Policy UTS138, Gift Acceptance Procedures. 
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spent.  Under accounting rules, only donors can add to the permanently restricted funds.  
However, the Foundation could, if it chose to do so, set aside income from the endowment or 
other funds into a special fund and treat the special fund as if it were a part of the corpus.  In 
turn, the Foundation could at any time revoke such action and spend the special fund. 

Historically, only income (rentals, royalties, dividends, etc.) could be spent from an 
endowment.  However, during the 1990s, when there were large increases in the market value of 
endowments, the Texas legislature enacted a statute56 that authorized educational institutions and 
foundations created to support those institutions to spend the appreciated value of endowments if 
the endowment agreement did not prohibit such action.  The statute limited such expenditures to 
the market value in excess of the original gift.  As market values dropped, the market value of 
some endowments was less than the original gift.  In those cases, the income (rentals, royalties, 
dividends, etc.) could be spent, but of course, there was not any appreciation available to spend 
and funds available to the Foundation for expenditure therefore declined.  

A complete accounting of endowment funds, including the investment income, is 
provided at the Board of Trustees meetings.  The UT System Board of Regents has established 
the types of endowments and minimum funding levels UT components may accept.  These 
criteria ensure a broad and comprehensive private support base.  A list of various endowments 
which have been established since the creation of the Foundation, which are established pursuant 
to the Regents’ Rules and Regulations, can be found in Exhibit 17. 

As of August 31, 2011, the Foundation’s endowments comprised approximately 375 
individual funds.57  The total endowment for the Foundation is currently approximately 
$111,000,000. 

4. Other Forms of Gifts 

Other than endowments, gifts are divided into two categories: temporarily restricted and 
unrestricted.  Temporarily restricted gifts are special purpose gifts that are not endowed.  That is, 
the donor specifies the purpose for which the gift is to be spent and the entire gift is spent for that 
purpose.  The gifts are usually intended to be spent in the fiscal year in which the gift is made or 
soon thereafter.  Lists are provided to the Foundation’s Board of Trustees at each Board meeting 
and the Board approves the expenditure.  Unrestricted funds of the Foundation are divided into 
three different accounts: Emergency Reserves, Available Reserves, and Current Funds.58  
Emergency Reserves are required to be set aside for nonrecurring unusual needs of the 
Foundation and are not available for disbursement without a specific finding by the Board that an 
unusual need does exist.59  Available Reserves are available to be spent in accordance with the 
normal budgeting process.60  Current Funds are received or anticipated during the fiscal year.  

                                                 
56 Texas Property Code, Sec. 163.005. 
57 See Exhibit 18, attached hereto.   
58 See Exhibit 19, attached hereto.   
59 Id.   
60 Id.   
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These funds include any unspent funds from the prior year’s budget and any over realized 
income from the prior year’s budget.61   

The Annual Fund is an example of Current Funds.62  The Annual Fund is the name 
historically used to refer to monies raised each year from certain programs.  Development 
programs that fall under the Annual Fund include the following: Keeton Fellows, Charles Alan 
Wright Society, Sunflower Society, Dean’s Roundtable, 100% Giving Program, Commemorative 
Bricks, the Phonathon, and Dean’s Mailings.  For additional information regarding each of these 
programs, see Exhibit 20. 

5. Investments and Expenditures 

Historically, the Foundation employed money managers and financial advisors, but 
provided some general direction on the ratio of stocks to fixed income and other parameters.  In 
recent years, the Foundation has also held small investments in specialized funds.  In 2006, the 
Foundation Board of Trustees signed a contract with UTIMCO under which UTIMCO acts as the 
Foundation’s money manager.63  Pursuant to U. T. System policy and mandated structure for 
UTIMCO’s investment management of funds under contract with foundations that wholly 
support U. T. System institutions, the Foundation is limited in its ability to instruct UTIMCO on 
how to invest its money, but the Foundation retains control of its payout policy.  Thus, in the 
case of endowments held by the Foundation, its Board has final control.  Whereas, with the JCT 
Foundation, the Foundation advises the Dean of the Law School on expenditures, but the Dean is 
not required to accept that advice.  The Foundation can also cancel the arrangement with 
UTIMCO at any time and take back its funds.  A history of the management of the Foundation 
funds is described in detail in Exhibit 22. 

6. Financial Statements and Audits 

The Foundation’s outside Auditors are Bowman, Dunagan, and Jack, a small accounting 
firm located in Austin, Texas.  The Audit Committee recommended, and the Law School Board 
of Trustees approved, the employment of that firm to replace Arthur Andersen after Andersen’s 
demise.   

The Foundation’s fiscal year begins September 1.  The audit and advisory letter prepared 
by the auditors is distributed to the Foundation Board at each November Board meeting.  The 
staff prepares a 6-month unaudited statement for distribution at the spring Board meeting.  The 
most recent Foundation Financial Statements and Independent Auditors’ Report is attached as 
Exhibit 18.  Kimberly Biar oversees and manages all of the Foundation’s financial and audit 
activities and is highly engaged in the financial management of Foundation resources. 

Based on all of the above-described budgetary and operating procedures, evidence of 
Trustee oversight at regular meetings, and the work of the Foundation’s outside auditors and 
Kimberly Biar, it appears the Foundation’s finances, budget, and investments are well-monitored 
and maintained. 

                                                 
61 Id. 
62 See Exhibit 20, attached hereto.   
63 Attached hereto as Exhibit 21.   
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C. The University of Texas Law School Foundation as an Independent Legal Entity 

This section analyzes the legal relationship between the Foundation, U. T. Austin, and the 
Law School.  The determination regarding whether the Foundation is an independent legal entity 
or a part of the Law School can have various legal consequences for the Foundation.  Although 
numerous different courts nationwide have analyzed this issue, the final rulings from the courts 
are conflicting.  One reason for the conflicting court decisions is that the courts’ opinions hinge 
not only on the facts in each case, but also on the applicable state law at issue.  For example, how 
each particular state law defines “public agency” or “public body” is crucial to the analysis.  

For the reasons set forth below, it is reasonable to conclude that the Foundation is an 
independent legal entity, although this report includes certain recommendations that should be 
followed to make it even more clearly independent. 

1. Legal Independence Factors, Laws, and Legal Implications 

 The manner in which a university and its supporting foundation’s relationships are 
defined in the agreement between the entities and the measure of control that is attributed to each 
entity are very important to the analysis concerning whether a foundation is an independent legal 
entity.64  The key issues or factors that courts typically consider when assessing a foundation’s 
independence are as follows: (1) whether the foundation has an independent board of directors; 
(2) whether the foundation receives public funds; (3) whether the university or the foundation 
pays for the foundation’s office space and employees; and (4) how the language in the agreement 
between the university and the foundation delineates the relationship between the two, including 
with regard to oversight or control of the university’s and foundation’s separate expenditures.65 

 There are several potential legal repercussions that follow from the determination of 
whether or not the Foundation is an independent legal entity.  For example, if the Foundation is 
deemed to be part of the Law School, the auditing arm of the State government will be entitled to 
audit the Foundation’s records.  The Foundation, and similar entities that support state agencies, 
might in certain circumstances and under particular facts be subject to the Texas Public 
Information Act (“TPIA”) 66, and in some instances might even be required to comply with Open 
Meeting Act requirements. 

                                                 
64 Rebecca Cady, Public University and Affiliated Foundation Relationships: Balancing Control and 

Autonomy, Education Law and Policy Forum, Volume 1, The University of Georgia Institute of Higher Education 
(Fall 2005). 

65 Thomas Arden Roha, State University-Related Foundations and the Issues of Independence, Association 
of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges: Occasional Paper No. 39 (2000); see also Salin G. Geevarghese, 
Looking Behind the Foundation Veil: University Foundations and Open Records, 25 Journal of Law & Education 
219 (1996). 

66 In the past, on at least two occasions, the Foundation has asserted it is not subject to the Texas Public 
Information Act, and the Attorney General has agreed under the then-applicable facts as most recently evidenced on 
March 26, 2012.  See Tex. Att'y Gen. Open Records Decision No. OR2012-04428, dated March 26, 2012.  As a 
private entity, the Foundation is not generally subject to the TPIA.  However, Section 552.003 of the TPIA defines a 
“governmental body” to include “the part, section, or portion of an organization, corporation, commission, 
committee, institution, or agency that spends or that is supported in whole or in part by public funds.”  Therefore, 
under Section 552.003, information that is produced, collected, or maintained by the Foundation with Law School 
resources—or by public employees—could be public information. 
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2. Case Law Concerning Relationship between Foundations and Universities 

All of the cases discussed below involve non-profit foundations whose primary purpose 
is to support their universities.  The issue of foundation independence is raised most frequently in 
case law involving media requests for documents.  As a result, all of the relevant cases discussed 
below also involve requests for the disclosure of documents and information pursuant to a public 
or open records provision.  The specific language in each state’s public or open records law is a 
primary factor in the courts’ decisions.  Nonetheless, each court addressed factors important in 
assessing the independence of the foundations. 

a. Foundation Board Independence 

 Whether the foundation’s board is sufficiently independent from the university’s board 
is a primary factor that courts assess in determining whether the foundation itself is an 
independent legal entity.  One court found that the Kentucky State University Foundation was 
not independent from Kentucky State University because the foundation’s board was 
required by its by-laws to be composed of all the same members as the board of the 
university.67  In cases involving only partially overlapping boards, the courts have split on 
the issue of independence.  The court considering the independence of the Iowa State 
University Foundation ruled that the foundation was not independent, in part, because its board 
included the President of Iowa State University (“ISU”) and two other members affiliated with 
ISU and its board.68  The court assessing the Indiana University Foundation’s independence 
reached the opposite conclusion, ruling that the foundation was independent despite the fact that 
the board of the foundation and Indiana University had overlapping members.69   

b. Receipt of Public Funds 

 Courts also consider the manner and degree to which foundations receive public funds in 
assessing a foundation’s independence.  In one case, a court found that the West Virginia 
University Foundation was independent, in part, because all of the foundation’s funding came 
from private sources.70  Courts have not, however, required foundations, to be entirely 
supported with private funds to satisfy this criterion.  A court considering the independence of 
the Nicholls College Foundation found it to be independent even though it had received some 
public funds, because the limited public funds that were received were maintained separately 
from the balance of the foundation’s other funds.71  Similarly, the court assessing the Indiana 
University Foundation deemed it independent even though it had received a fee from Indiana 
University for managing the university’s endowment fund.72  The court reasoned that this fee 
was a “fee for services rendered” and not a subsidy from a public agency.73   

                                                 
67 Frankfort Publishing Co. v. Kentucky State Univ. Found., 834 S.W.2d 681, 683 (Ky. 1992) (Lambert, J., 

concurring).   
68 Gannon v. Board of Regents, 692 N.W.2d 31, 35, 195 Ed. Law Rep. 305 (Iowa Feb 04, 2005). 
69 State Board of Accounts v. Indiana University Foundation, 647 N.E.2d 342, 348-49 (Indiana 1995). 
70 4-H Rd. Community Ass’n v. West Virginia Univ. Found., 388 S.E.2d 308, 310-12 (W. Va. 1989). 
71 State of Louisiana, ex. Rel. Guste v. Nicholls. College Found., 592 So.2d 419, 420-21 (La. Ct. App. 1 Cir. 

1991). 
72 State Board of Account, 647 N.E.2d at 354-55. 
73 State Board of Accounts, 647 N.E.2d at 353-354. 
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 On the other hand, a court ruled that the University of Louisville Foundation was not an 
independent legal entity, in part, because it received significant funds from the State through a 
statutory program, which it then passed on to the university.74   

c. Use of Public Operational Support 

 Courts also consider, in assessing a foundation’s independence, whether the foundation 
uses public operational support, such as public university office space and personnel.  The court 
that found the West Virginia Foundation to be independent noted in its ruling that there was no 
evidence that the foundation used public property or employees in its operations.75   On the 
other hand, in the case involving the Kentucky State University Foundation, the court based its 
ruling that the foundation was not independent, in part, on the fact that the foundation 
maintained its offices on the university campus and used the services of university personnel at 
no cost to the foundation.76  In another case, a court similarly found that the University of 
Toledo Foundation was not independent, in part, because the university provided the foundation 
with free office space and paid the wages and benefits of the foundation’s employees.77   

d. Terms of the Agreement Between the University and Foundation 

 The terms of the agreement between a university and a foundation are also a key factor in 
assessing the independence of the foundation.  The courts have consistently denied independent 
legal entity status to foundations that are structured in a manner that requires them to perform the 
public functions of a public university, such as fundraising and management of finances.  For 
example, in evaluating the Iowa State University Foundation, the court found that the foundation 
was not independent, in part, based on its conclusion that the university “contracted away” its 
ability to raise money and manage its finances to the foundation, which the court ruled were 
public functions.78  Similarly, another court held that the Toledo Foundation was not 
independent because it performed public functions by serving as a major gift-receiving and 
soliciting entity for a public university.79  In so finding, the court stated that “when a private 
entity performs the duties of a public office, the public office is able to oversee the private 
entity[.]”80   

                                                 
74 University of Louisville Foundation, Inc. v. Cape Publications, Inc., 2003 WL 22748265, at *1, 6-7 (Ky. 

App. Nov. 21, 2003). 
75 4-H Rd., 388 S.E.2d at 310-12. 
76 Frankfort Publishing Co. v. Kentucky State Univ. Found., 834 S.W.2d 681, 683 (Ky. 1992) (Lambert, J., 

concurring).  Justice Lambert went on to state, “While these facts are sufficient to render it an agency of the university, 
not every university foundation should be so regarded.”  Id. 

77 Toledo Blade Co. v. University of Toledo Foundation, 602 N.E.2d 1159, 1162 (Ohio 1992) (holding the 
University of Toledo Foundation was a public entity where it was supported by public funds for one year before it was 
entirely supported by private donations.) 

78 Id. at 42. 
79 Toledo Blade Co., 602 N.E.2d at 1162-63; see also State Board of Accounts, 647 N.E.2d at 353-354 

(considering the fact that Indiana University did not have a separate fundraising arm beyond the IU Foundation, but 
ultimately concluding that the foundation was independent). 

80 Id. at 1163. 
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3. Analysis of The University of Texas Law School Foundation’s Structure 
and Relationship with The University of Texas at Austin School of Law 

a. The Foundation Has an Independent Board 

 The Foundation is administered by a Board of Directors independent from the control and 
supervision of the U. T. System Board of Regents.81  The Foundation is not and has never been 
controlled by U. T. Austin faculty or administration, which demonstrates independence.  The 
governing body of the Foundation, the Board of Trustees, does not and has never had any 
members that were employed by U. T. Austin while serving the Foundation.  Currently, Carla 
Cooper, the Assistant Dean for Development and Alumni Relations, is also the Secretary of the 
Foundation.82  However, the Secretary of the Foundation is neither a Trustee nor a member of the 
Executive Committee of the Foundation.    

b. The Foundation Does Not Receive Public Funds 

 The Foundation does not currently receive public funds or tax support, which is another 
factor supporting the conclusion that it is independent.  The Foundation is entirely funded by 
private donations.  Although, in prior years (1982, 1983, 1985, 1986, and 1995), there existed an 
arrangement in which the Board of Regents match gifts to the Foundation, this practice is no 
longer in existence.  In any event, this arrangement was permissible because the matching funds 
were never given to or transferred to the Foundation but instead the Law School received the 
matching funds directly.83  As a result of this prior practice, there are some endowments in which 
both U. T. Austin and the Foundation hold separate funds. 

c. The Foundation Does Not Receive Public Operational Support 

(i) The Foundation Pays for Its Use of Law School Office 
Space 

The Foundation pays for its use of Law School office space, which is an additional factor 
supporting the Foundation’s independence.84  Under the MOU, U. T. Austin agrees to furnish the 

                                                 
81 The University of Texas System Regents’ Rules and Regulations, Rule 60305.   
82 Even though the Secretary of the Foundation shall perform all of his/her duties “subject to the control of 

the Board of Trustees”, it would still be in the Foundation’s best interest if it no longer selects U. T. Austin 
employees to serve as officers of the Foundation.  This would help maintain the Foundation’s status as a separate 
entity from U. T. Austin.  

83 Alan Marks’ conference with Kimberly Biar on February 4, 2012. 
84 Pursuant to Texas Government Code § 2255.001, The University of Texas System Regents’ Rules and 

Regulations require that “[t]he use of equipment, facilities, or services of employees of the U. T. System or any of 
the institutions by an external nonprofit corporation or external entity that has as its primary objective the provision 
of funds or services for the furtherance of the purposes and duties of the U. T. System shall be permitted only in 
accordance with a negotiated agreement that provides for the payment of adequate compensation for such 
equipment, facilities or services.”  The University of Texas System Regents’ Rules and Regulations, Rule 60306.   
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Foundation with office space and provide certain equipment.85  The Foundation in turn pays a fee 
to U. T. Austin to reimburse it for the cost of its use of equipment and facilities.86     

(ii) The Foundation Pays for Its Use of Law School Employees 

 The Foundation pays for its use of Law School employees, which also supports the 
conclusion that the Foundation is independent.  The MOU provides that U. T. Austin agrees to 
provide U. T. Austin employees to operate the Foundation.87  In return, the Foundation 
reimburses U. T. Austin a reasonable amount each year to cover the cost of the employees.88  As 
appropriate, the Foundation reimburses U. T. Austin solely for the incremental cost of employees 
performing work for the Foundation.  One Law School employee,89 Glen Woelfel, who is in the 
Financial Affairs Department, devotes 100 percent of his time to the Foundation.90   

d. The MOU Language Supports the Independence of the Foundation 

The MOU language generally supports the conclusion that the Foundation is an 
independent legal entity that is separate from U. T. Austin.  The MOU, executed on April 30, 
1982, was structured with the goal in mind of meeting the three-part test enumerated by the 
Attorney General.  The MOU restates and elaborates the Foundation’s purpose, to support legal 
education by soliciting and expending donations for that purpose, and details numerous specific 
purposes directed at serving the Law School’s educational enterprise: namely, the provision of 

                                                 
85 Id.  The MOU does not indicate that the Foundation will reimburse or pay U. T. Austin a reasonable, specific 

amount for the office space or equipment.  Although Texas Attorney General Opinion MW 373 provides that the joint 
purpose of the Law School and Foundation may possibly be accomplished in a more cost effective way if U. T. Austin 
provides the Foundation a reasonable amount of resources, such as equipment and office space, there are concerns that 
the Foundation will likely be considered to be a beneficiary of public resources by occupying the office space provided 
by the Law School it supports.     

86 Section 552.003 of the Texas Open Records Act defines “governmental body” to include the portion of 
every corporation which is supported in whole or in part by public funds.  Thus, based on the case law discussed 
above, the Texas Open Records Act and The University of Texas System Regents’ Rules and Regulations, it would 
be prudent for the Foundation and U. T. Austin to agree on a specific amount to be paid to U. T. Austin for the 
office space and equipment used by the Foundation.  The proposed First Amended MOU addresses this issue and, as 
discussed in Section IV, the Long Committee Report recommends that the Foundation explore renting its own office 
space and moving its operations out of the Law School. 

87 See Exhibit 6, attached hereto - Op. Tex. Att'y Gen. No. MW-373 (1981). 
88 See Exhibit 8, attached hereto - Supplemental Agreements between The University of Texas Law School 

Foundation and the University of Texas for FY2011 and FY2012.  The agreement does not include a definition of a 
reasonable sum, nor is there an identification of the factors to be considered in determining what is reasonable.   
 89 See Exhibit 9, attached hereto – Foundation and Alumni Relations Staff Introduction and Attached 
Organizational Charts. 

90 A court may question why Mr. Woelfel is not a full time employee of the Foundation.  In addition, as 
stated above another Law School employee, Carla Cooper, the Assistant Dean for Development and Alumni 
Relations, is also the Secretary of the Foundation.  Dean Cooper devotes time to the Foundation in both of her 
different capacities and should be compensated for both assuming the Foundation continues to keep a University 
employee as an officer of the Foundation.  Thus, these issues, including the lack of specificity regarding the payment 
of employees who work a certain percentage of time for the Foundation, should be addressed by the Foundation and 
the Law School, and the MOU revised accordingly. 
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administrative services, financial aid for students, and funds and services directed at faculty 
recruitment.91   

(i) The Foundation Does Not Manage the Law School’s 
Expenditures 

 The Foundation does not manage the Law School’s expenditures, which is a factor that 
supports its independence.  As stated above, the Board of Trustees of the Foundation must first 
approve the four budgets presented to them by the Foundation Budget Committee.  The 
Foundation Board of Trustees then sets a payout policy which is the rate at which the endowment 
will be used in any given year.  The Board of Trustees then provides the Foundation Endowment 
Budget to UTIMCO and requests that UTIMCO transfer the budgeted amount of funds to the 
Foundation.  The Foundation then makes payments to the Law School in accordance with the 
Foundation Endowment Budget. 

 The disbursement of the funds by the Foundation to the Law School is made in 
accordance with to University policies and procedures, and the payments that are made to 
supplement professors’ salaries are then paid through the U. T. Austin payroll department.  This 
process is acceptable, does not raise any legal issues for the Foundation or U. T. Austin, and it 
should be the model for faculty compensation support by the Foundation in the future, as revised 
in other respects pursuant to the recommendations contained herein.  That is, all Foundation 
monies should be delivered as gifts to the Law School and the Law School should then pay its 
faculty through its normal and customary payroll procedures with no money flow or contractual 
relationship directly between the Foundation and U. T. Austin employees. 

 The process whereby the Foundation entered into promissory notes and deferred 
compensation agreements with Law School employees is the subject of more detailed analysis in 
Sections III.B and III.C of this report. 

(ii) Law School Employees Have Some Fiscal Authority 
Related to the Foundation 

 Certain employees of the Law School, such as the Dean, have fiscal responsibilities 
related to the Foundation, such as involvement in the preparation of budgets, the authority to 
approve invoices on behalf of the Foundation, and the authority to sign checks on behalf of the 
Foundation.  This is a factor that cuts against the conclusion that the Foundation is an 
independent legal entity, but not fatally.   

 The Foundation’s four basic budgets (the Endowed Budget, the Special Purpose Gifts 
Budget, the Operating (unrestricted) Budget, and the Dean’s Budget) are prepared by the 
Assistant Dean for Financial Affairs and the Dean of the Law School.  The budgets are then 
reviewed by the Foundation’s Budget Committee pursuant to the policies set forth in the 

                                                 
91 However, while the terms of the MOU speak to the independent nature of the Foundation, a more 

comprehensive MOU is necessary to put the Foundation in an even stronger position. 
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Foundation Approval Manual.92  The Foundation’s Budget Committee presents the budgets to 
the Foundation’s Board of Trustees for approval.93 

 In addition, three employees of the Law School, including the Assistant Dean for 
Financial Affairs, the Assistant Dean for Development and Alumni Relations, and the Dean of 
the Law School, have the authority to approve invoices and sign checks on behalf of the 
Foundation.94  For example, the Dean of the Law School may authorize and sign invoices for 
$5,000 or more if he obtains the additional signature of either Assistant Dean for Financial 
Affairs or the Assistant Dean for Development and Alumni Relations.95  There are other actions 
that the Dean of the Law School, the Assistant Dean for Financial Affairs, and the Assistant 
Dean for Development and Alumni Relations may take on behalf of the Foundation depending 
on certain circumstances set forth in the Approval Manual.96  These actions include: approval of 
petty cash advances for expenses; approval of reimbursement for expenses including accounting 
for advances and personal credit cards; approval of Foundation credit card charges; and 
reimbursement of expenses from funds transferred to the Law School.97   

 All three of the individuals identified above are authorized to enter into contracts under 
$15,000 on behalf of the Foundation.98  The Dean of the Law School may also enter into 
contracts up to $99,999 on behalf of the Foundation.99   

e. Summary of Analysis  

 In sum, in the case of the Foundation, a fair application of the balancing test indicates that 
the Foundation is an independent legal entity that is separate from the Law School, as it has 
always intended to be: 

(1) The Foundation has an independent board. 
 
(2) The Foundation does not receive public support; it is entirely funded by 

private donations. 
 

(3) The Foundation uses Law School office space and employees but, it 
reimburses the Law School for the costs.  
 

(4) The MOU supports the independent nature of the foundation.  The 
Foundation does not manage the Law School’s expenditures even though some Law 
School personnel have fiscal authority related to the Foundation. 

 The Foundation generally satisfies all four criteria for independence.  If the 
recommendations in the latter portion of this report and the Long Committee Report100 are 
                                                 

92 See Exhibit 14, attached hereto - The University of Texas Law School Foundation Approval Manual. 
93 Id. 
94 Id. 
95 Id. 
96 Id. 
97 Id. 
98 Id. 
99 Id. 
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followed, the Foundation will be in an even stronger position to support its continued status of 
independence.   

III. THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS LAW SCHOOL – FACULTY COMPENSATION 
AND INTERACTION WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN 
CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION 

A. The Drive for World Class Faculty 

As noted earlier in this report, Dean Keeton emphasized the importance of recruiting and 
retaining world-class faculty as a necessary precedent to the creation and maintenance of a top 
tier law school.  Based on that goal, the Foundation was formed.101  From Dean Keeton’s time in 
the 1950s through a succession of deans up to and including Dean Sager, the job of recruiting 
and retaining outstanding faculty has remained at the forefront of the mission.  As Dean Sager 
stated in his undated letter to the faculty upon his resignation as Dean, “For me, the highest 
single priority of the dean of UT Law was that of building and maintaining our faculty.”102   

The link between quality of faculty and quality and reputation of a law school is well 
understood and accepted.  All major law school ranking reports, including U.S. News & World 
Report and the Gourman Report, recognize quality of faculty as a key component of their 
rankings and, accordingly, weight it heavily.  Students and legal employers look to these 
rankings when choosing a law school to attend and from which to hire, respectively.  Throughout 
the last 20+ years, the Law School has hovered around No. 15, placing in the upper tier of U.S. 
law schools with immediate peers such as Northwestern, Duke, Georgetown, Cornell, UCLA, 
Vanderbilt, and USC.103  Notably, most of the Law School’s direct competitors are private 
schools. 

As Dean Sager began his deanship, the Law School was, for a variety of reasons, 
experiencing the rapid departure of faculty to law schools ranked in the Top 20 nationally.  At 
the same time President Powers left the Law School faculty to assume the presidency of U. T. 
Austin, Doug Laycock left for Michigan where his wife was named Provost, Mark Gegen left for 
Berkeley; Brian Leiter left for Chicago; Ernie Young went to Duke; and a trio of professors set 
up shop at Columbia – Sarah Cleveland, Philip Bobbitt, and Ronald Mann.  Other top law 
schools were circling the Law School’s remaining faculty. 

The wave of departures at the onset of Dean Sager’s tenure as dean sparked a hiring 
frenzy resulting in 16 new tenure and tenure-track faculty being hired between 2006 and 2011.  
In making these hires, Dean Sager states that he “tried to meet the market.”  In doing so, Dean 
Sager accurately notes that forgivable personal loans “were in existence” at the Law School104 

                                                                                                                                                             
100 The Long Committee Report discussed below in Section IV is the report of a special committee of the 

Foundation headed by Trustee Joe Long and formed to address any concerns arising from the disclosure of the $500,000 
forgivable personal loan to Dean Sager. 

101 Indeed, the forgivable personal loans discussed in this report were, as directed by the Dean of the Law 
School, structured as loans directly from the Foundation to faculty members.  The structure of the forgivable personal 
loans and the approval process is discussed in detail in Section III.B below. 

102 Attached hereto as Exhibit 23. 
103 See, e.g., http://www.top-law-schools.com/rankings.html.   
104 Interview of Dean Lawrence Sager, U. T. Austin School of Law, March 7, 2012. 
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and were “common to the compensation packages offered by other schools to the candidates that 
we have undertaken to recruit.”105  In addition, competitive law schools were also able to offer, 
among other things, higher annual salaries, housing assistance, college tuition benefits – all items 
of compensation unavailable at the Law School.106  Thus, the forgivable personal loan became 
the primary and preferred method of “meeting the market.” 

Without speaking to issues of the use of forgivable personal loans by a public university 
for the moment, the vehicle of a forgivable personal loan is a highly effective and sensible 
recruiting and retention tool.  It quite simply combines the best of both worlds – (1) it provides 
an upfront slug of cash like a signing bonus without the immediate tax consequence to the 
recipient; and (2) it provides the same retention (i.e., golden handcuffs) of deferred 
compensation.  It is, therefore, not surprising that forgivable personal loans became a favored 
tool of the Law School in its drive to recruit and keep world class faculty. 

B. Forgivable Personal Loans from The University of Texas Law School Foundation 
to Faculty – The Program and Structure 

Excluding interims, the deanship at the Law School has been held as follows: 

   Mark Yudof   1984 – 1994107 
   Mike Sharlot   1995 – 2000 
   William C. Powers, Jr. 2000 - 2006108 
   Larry Sager   2006 – 2011 

During Dean Yudof’s tenure, no forgivable personal loans109 were granted by the 
Foundation to Law School faculty.110  Mr. Yudof believes that the forgivable personal loan 
program as it currently exists began under President Powers’ deanship.111  This belief would 
appears to be correct because:  (1)  of the 24 existing forgivable personal loans to Law School 
faculty members, the first originates on December 7, 2003 during the middle of President 
Powers’ deanship112; and (2) it is not contradicted by President Powers.113  Mr. Yudof’s memory 
is that the Foundation provided salary supplements to faculty during his deanship.114  Mr. Yudof 
recalls that the salary supplements were given as a gift to the Law School and that “he used the 
Provost’s office as a point of contact with the main campus for approval of the salary 

                                                 
105 Undated letter from Dean Lawrence Sager to the Law School faculty at the time of his resignation. 
106 Id.   
107 Mark Yudof was also Provost at U. T. Austin from 1994 – 1997 and Chancellor of U. T. System from 2002 

– 2008. 
108 William C. Powers, Jr. left the deanship to assume the presidency of U. T. Austin where he presides today. 
109 The predecessor to the forgivable personal loan program was a second mortgage loan program for faculty.  

This program was in existence during Dean Yudof’s tenure, but if fell into disuse as low mortgage rates rendered its 
financial benefits to faculty less meaningful. 

110 Interview of Mark Yudof, former dean U. T. Austin School of Law, May 24, 2012. 
111 Id.   
112 See Faculty Loan Summary, attached hereto as Exhibit 24. 
113 Interview of William Powers, February 13, 2012. 
114 Interview of Mark Yudof, May 24, 2012. 
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supplements.”115  He recalls that the same procedure was followed when he was Provost in the 
late 1990s.116  Id. 

When he was dean of the Law School, President Powers received a deferred 
compensation agreement from the Foundation, dated May 16, 2001.117  No forgivable personal 
loan accompanied this deferred compensation agreement.  The arrangement was approved by 
then-President Larry Faulkner and then Provost Sheldon Ekland-Olson.118  It was also sent to U. 
T. System Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs.119  On February 9, 2006, the Board 
of Regents approved as part of President Powers’ employment agreement a one-time lump sum 
payment from the Foundation to President Powers to satisfy the Foundation’s deferred 
compensation commitment for Fiscal Year 2006.120 

Beginning with a $100,000 forgivable personal loan to a Law School faculty member in 
December 2003, the Foundation entered into promissory notes and deferred compensation 
agreements with Law School faculty members.121  Briefly, a promissory note is a written, signed, 
unconditional promise to pay a certain amount of money on demand at a specified time and is 
used as a means to borrow funds or take out a loan.  A deferred compensation agreement is a 
contractual agreement in which an employee agrees to be paid in a future year for services 
rendered.122 

 The Foundation executed unsecured promissory notes with professors under which the 
Foundation loaned to the professor a specific amount of money at a fixed rate of interest for a 
term certain.  Principal and interest are payable annually.  Simultaneously, the Foundation 
executed a deferred compensation agreement with the same professor that recited that the 
Foundation wishes to encourage the professor, through the use of deferred compensation, to 
remain at the Law School and to devote the professor’s best efforts to teaching, writing, research, 
and enhancement of the Law School’s reputation and prestige.   

 The value of the deferred compensation agreement is the same amount as the promissory 
note and it accrues interest at the same rate as the promissory note.  For example, for a five-year 
loan, the professor receives one-fifth of the loan amount plus interest from the deferred 
compensation agreement on the day the annual payment is due under the promissory note so long 
as the professor remains employed by the Law School and retains status as a professor.  If the 

                                                 
115 Id.   
116 Id. 
117 Attached hereto as Exhibit 25.   
118 Barry Burgdorf’s conversations with Patricia Ohlendorf. 
119 Id. 
120 Attached hereto as Exhibit 26. 
121 Attached hereto as Exhibit 27, Form of Promissory Note and Deferred Compensation Agreement.   
122 The law firm of Vinson & Elkins LLP did the legal work for the Foundation to structure the forgivable 

personal loan program as described.  The author of this report was formerly a partner at Vinson & Elkins LLP (resigned 
partnership in February 2005 to take the job of Vice Chancellor and General Counsel of U. T. System).  I receive no 
continuing financial benefit from my former partnership at Vinson & Elkins LLP.  Moreover, the legal work Vinson & 
Elkins LLP did in its employee benefits section for the Foundation related to the forgivable personal loan program was 
not reviewed as a part of this report and, of course, I played no part in the work at the time it was done and was not even 
aware it was done.  Vinson & Elkins LLP, like other major law firms in Texas, is an active supporter and friend to the 
Foundation and U. T. Austin generally. 
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professor’s employment is terminated or the professor loses status as a professor, the deferred 
compensation agreement terminates automatically, any payment due therefrom is prorated 
through the full month preceding termination or loss of status as a professor, and any payments 
for future years cease.  Thus, taken together, the promissory note and deferred compensation 
agreement operate as a forgivable personal loan by the Foundation to the extent that the 
professor remains employed by the Law School and retains status as a professor. 

 Both the promissory note and deferred compensation agreement are by and between the 
faculty member and the Foundation albeit the Foundation is not the faculty member’s employer.  
The Foundation annually issues the faculty member receiving a forgivable personal loan an IRS 
Form 1099.  Form 1099 is used to report a variety of unique income payments to the IRS, 
including dividends, interest, and as is probably applicable here – cancellation of debt.123 

C. Forgivable Personal Loan to Dean Sager Specifically 

The forgivable personal loan program began as a vehicle to recruit and retain faculty in 
late 2003 when President Powers was Dean, but he himself did not receive a forgivable personal 
loan.  The program started slowly but expanded both in size of forgivable personal loans granted 
and the number of faculty receiving forgivable personal loans.124  The expansion began under 
Dean Sager and, as discussed earlier, was his attempt to stabilize the Law School faculty after 
several notable departures.  He succeeded in that, but the granting of forgivable personal loans to 
Law School faculty by an independent support foundation is not appropriate at a public 
university. 

As was the case with the granting of all individual forgivable personal loans under Dean 
Sager’s tenure, the idea of Dean Sager’s $500,000 forgivable personal loan was his.  According 
to his normal practice, he approached then Foundation President Robert Grable and proposed 
that $500,000 amount for himself.  Mr. Grable recalls that Dean Sager proposed the $500,000 
forgivable personal loan at dinner one night.125  Mr. Grable took it to the Executive Committee 
of the Foundation.126 

As to knowledge within U. T. Austin, four relevant witnesses were interviewed.  Dean 
Sager states that President Powers should have known but does not recall specifically telling 
President Powers himself.127  He further states that he “is quite certain that Robert Grable 
consulted with Bill Powers.”128  However, Mr. Grable does not recall a specific conversation 
with President Powers, but, rather, always assumed Dean Sager handled whatever internal 
communications that needed to take place.129  President Powers stated that he does not remember 

                                                 
123 All documentation necessary to effectuate the forgivable personal loan and accompanying deferred 

compensation arrangement was prepared and approved by the Foundation’s outside counsel for employee benefits, 
Vinson & Elkins LLP. 

124 Currently, 24 Law School faculty have forgivable personal loans from the Foundation. 
125 Interview with Robert C. Grable, January 4, 2012. 
126 Id. 
127 Interview with former Dean Lawrence Sager, March 7, 2012. 
128 Id. 
129 Interview with Robert C. Grable, January 4, 2012. 
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either Mr. Grable or Dean Sager discussing the matter with him and that he was surprised when 
the news of the $500,000 arrangement was publicly disclosed.130 

U. T. Austin is required to annually report to U. T. System the Top 10 compensated 
employees on its campus.131  In 2009, Dean Sager appeared on the list.  The list was compiled by 
Mary Knight, Associate Vice President, U. T. Austin Budget Office.  The process by which it is 
compiled is less than systematic.  Ms. Knight simply calls around to the schools and colleges and 
inquires as to that department’s top earners.  When Dean Sager appeared on the list, his regular 
Law School salary was listed in one column and $100,000 was listed in a separate column as 
deferred compensation.  No mention is made of a forgivable personal loan.  The $100,000 listed 
as deferred compensation was that year’s loan forgiveness.  Thus, while President Powers may 
have had constructive notice of that amount of deferred compensation, the Top 10 report did not 
itself give him or his office any notice of the $500,000 forgivable personal loan Dean Sager had 
obtained. 

The final witness relevant to knowledge of Dean Sager’s $500,000 forgivable personal 
loan is Provost Steven Leslie.  The Provost is the campus’ chief academic officer and among his 
many duties is budget and compensation for faculty.  Annually and regularly, the Provost meets 
with all of the deans and discusses and approves budgets and salary plans.  According to Provost 
Leslie, “Nothing related to compensation should be invisible to the Provost’s office.”132  Provost 
Leslie states that Dean Sager talked to him about a salary increase for himself, and Provost 
Leslie denied that request citing lean budget times.133  Indeed, in 2009, the campus was under a 
direction from the President’s office to hold the line on raises.   

After being denied a salary increase by Provost Leslie, Dean Sager approached Robert 
Grable about his $500,000 forgivable personal loan.  Provost Leslie stated that he was 
completely blind to that process and that he was “stunned” when the news of Dean Sager’s 
$500,000 forgivable personal loan reached his office in late 2011.134   

In sum and in contrast to the case when President Powers’ own deferred compensation 
arrangement was executed, there was no approval up the chain for Dean Sager’s $500,000 
forgivable personal loan.  Obviously, this lack of transparency and accountability is unacceptable 
and, at a minimum, it creates an impression of self-dealing that cannot be condoned.   

D. Relevant Law and Policies for the Forgivable Personal Loan Program 

 There are significant legal and policy impediments to the Law School or U. T. Austin 
granting a loan of any nature to its employees.  State entities in Texas are constitutionally limited 
from extending credit to citizens or private entities and certainly it is without known precedent 
that a state university in Texas lends to its employees.135  Thus, a forgivable personal loan given 
                                                 

130 Interview with President William C. Powers, Jr., February 13, 2102. 
131 Regents’ Rules and Regulations, Rule 20501.  
132 Interview with Steven W. Leslie, Ph.D., May 23, 2012. 
133 Id. 
134 Id. 
135 Tex. Const. Art. III, §49 and §51.  See, also, Brazoria County v. Perry, 537 S.W.2d 89 (1976); State v. City 

of Austin, 331 S.W.2d 737, 742 (Tex. 1960); Barrington v. Cokinos, 338 S.W.2d 133 (Tex. 1960); and Edgewood Indep. 
Sch. Dist. v. Meno, 917 S.W.2d 717, 740 (Tex. 1995) (in context of a county). 
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directly from the Foundation prevents the Law School from running afoul of Texas law.  
However, this structure creates other issues to consider under Texas law. 

1. Texas Honorarium Law 

 The Texas honorarium law prohibits a public servant from accepting an honorarium in 
consideration for services that the public servant would not have been requested to provide but 
for the public servant’s official position or duties.136  U. T. Austin’s honorarium policy reiterates 
this prohibition.137   

The first question is whether payments to the law professor as described above constitute 
“honoraria.”  Although the term “honorarium” may commonly be understood to be a payment 
for giving a speech, making an appearance, participating on a panel, or authoring an article, 
Texas law is much broader.  The Texas Ethics Commission, which has express jurisdiction to 
interpret this law, has determined that compensation received for teaching at a state college or 
university is included in the term “honorarium.”138  The Ethics Commission has also determined 
that the prohibition encompasses either the payment of contractual consideration or payment in 
appreciation for services.139  An honorarium given because of a public servant’s expertise is not 
prohibited as long as the public servant’s official status was not a deciding factor in the decision 
to request the public servant to perform the services at issue.140   

 Concerning a request for services, the Ethics Commission has stated that the prohibition 
applies regardless of whether the person offering the honorarium is also the person requesting the 
services.141   

 In the usual context, the law applies to the payment of honoraria by outside sources, and 
in fact, the Ethics Commission has stated that the purpose of the honorarium law was to prevent 
a public servant from reaping profit from outside sources for performing services in his official 
capacity.142  Thus, for example, in the case of a wealthy individual independently offering to pay 
money to a professor in exchange for the professor’s commitment to stay at the university and 
teach for a specified time, it would be easy to conclude that such a payment would be a 
prohibited honorarium.   

 Therefore, if a law professor accepts an honorarium from the Foundation, such as a 
forgivable personal loan with deferred compensation, in consideration for employment services 
at a public entity, there may be a violation of Texas honorarium law.  In theory, the violation 

                                                 
136 See, §36.07, Penal Code.   
137 See, Section 4.A.4, U. T. Austin Handbook of Operating Procedures. 
138 Ethics Advisory Opinion Nos. 294 (1995), 148 (1993). 
139 Ethics Advisory Opinion No. 97 (1992).   
140 Ethics Advisory Opinion No. 305 (1996). 
141 Ethics Advisory Opinion No. 425 (2000) (considering whether a law firm could make a severance payment 

or payment for relocation services to a lawyer who it currently employed but who accepted an offer of future 
employment with a state agency, and holding that any such payment would constitute a prohibited honorarium if it were 
made in consideration of former law firm employee’s performance of services as a state employee).   

142 Ethics Advisory Opinion No. 97 (1992). 
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would occur only if the Foundation is considered an unrelated third party that was acting without 
the acknowledgement and direction of the Law School.143   

 It is clear for the limited purpose of the forgivable personal loan program, the Foundation 
was acting as the agent of the Law School.  Consistent with the records of the Foundation, 
whenever the Foundation granted a forgivable personal loan to a member of the Law School 
faculty, the process always started with a recommendation from the Dean.144  The Dean working 
on a recruitment or retention would develop a proposal including amount and terms.  The Dean 
would then arrange a meeting with the President of the Foundation.  In every case reviewed, the 
Foundation approved the forgivable personal loan exactly as structured and proposed by the 
Dean.  The offeree was then directed by the Dean to complete paperwork with the Foundation.  
In each case, both the Foundation and the new faculty member completed the transaction exactly 
as directed by the Dean including in the case of the forgivable personal loan to Dean Sager.  The 
Foundation is not likely to be considered an unrelated third party in this circumstance. 

2. Regents’ Rules and Regulations for Compensation from the Foundation 

 The Regents’ Rules and Regulations recognize that support organizations might provide 
compensation to the Chancellor and Presidents.145  According to Rules 20202 and 20203, all 
elements of compensation for those officers are subject to approval of the Board of Regents.   

 It should be noted, however, that the Regents’ Rules and Regulations prohibit 
institutional officers and employees from accepting remuneration from a support organization 
unless authorized by the Chancellor.146   

3. Flaws Within the Internal Process for the Forgivable Personal Loan 
Program 

 Although the forgivable personal loan program as structured did not:  (1) cause the Law 
School to run afoul of the constitutional prohibition on extending credit to employees; and 
(2) violate either the spirit or letter of the Texas honorarium law, it still suffers infirmities that 
make it inappropriate for a public university in Texas. 

The Law School’s internal process for approving forgivable personal loans to faculty 
members by the Foundation was flawed and resulted in a lack of transparency and accountability 
with regard to Law School faculty compensation.  Too much power and discretion were vested in 
the Dean and there was no mechanism in place that required or ensured that the portion of a 
faculty member’s compensation related to the forgivable personal loan and accompanying 
deferred compensation agreement was reported and included in a uniform record keeping system 
on faculty compensation.  In other words, the salary paid by the Law School and the 

                                                 
143 This would be, however, inconsistent with the legislative intent of the honorarium law.   
144 Interview with former Foundation President Robert C. Grable, January 4, 2012; Interview with former Dean 

Lawrence Sager, March 7, 2012. 
145 See Regents’ Rules and Regulations, Rule 20202, Sec. 4. 
146 Regents’ Rules and Regulations, Rule 60306, Sec. 1.  Section 2255.001, Government Code, requires state 

agencies to adopt rules defining the relationship between its employees and a private organization designed to further the 
purposes and duties of the agency, including rules relating to the monetary enrichment of an agency officer or employee 
by the donor. 
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supplemental compensation paid by the Foundation in form of forgivable personal loans were 
never married and thus total Law School faculty salaries were not accurately reported publicly or 
internally at U. T. Austin. 

For the Foundation’s part, the Foundation rightfully assumed that all processes and 
approvals internally necessary or advisable at U. T. Austin had occurred.147  However, the heavy 
balance of the evidence indicates Dean Sager essentially acted alone and never consulted or 
sought input from U. T. Austin Central Administration and never reported this element of faculty 
compensation to anyone internally or externally.  

There are several potentially problematic manifestations of the flawed program.   

 First, to the extent that the Foundation acts as agent for the Law School, it creates a 
significant factor that tilts against the Foundation’s desire to be an independent legal entity that is 
separate from the Law School.  There should be separation of duties and, as referenced earlier, 
substantial cross-delegations between the Law School and the Foundation should be avoided. 

 Second, the direct grant of a forgivable personal loan and deferred compensation to a 
state employee by an outside foundation, even under the direction of a law school, can create an 
appearance that those State employees are beholden to influences outside their employer.   

 Third, the tri-party arrangement can create and, in this case, did result in a lack of 
transparency related to public employee compensation when total compensation of state 
employees should be and is public information.148 

 Going forward, all Foundation support of faculty compensation should be in the form of 
gifts to the Law School and payments for salary supplements, not loans, should be channeled 
through the Law School’s normal and customary payroll practices and procedures.   

IV. SUMMARY CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

During the pendency of the review resulting in this report, Foundation President Jon 
Newton appointed the Long Committee.  On May 11, 2012, the Long Committee issued its 
report to the Foundation’s Board of Trustees.  The principal recommendations of the Long 
Committee Report, all of which were adopted by the Board of Trustees, are: 

 Designate Kimberly Biar as the Foundation’s Chief of Finance and Accounting, 
and give her even greater visibility and control over Foundation finances; 
 

 Recruit Carla Cooper’s replacement as the Foundation’s Chief of Development 
and Administration; 

 
                                                 

147 These payments from the Foundation to employees were also not made in accordance with The University 
of Texas System Regents’ Rules and Regulations, Rule 60101, which concerns the acceptance and administration of gifts 
to U. T. Austin.  Specifically, Sec. 3 of Rule 60101 requires certain gifts or other actions to be reviewed by “the Vice 
Chancellor for External Relations to the Board of Regents after review by appropriate offices of the terms of the gifts, the 
nature of donated assets, and/or the requested action.”   

148 Texas Public Information Act, Tex. Gov’t Code § 552.022(a)(2). 
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 Change the Foundation’s Bylaws to require that the Foundation’s Secretary be a 
Trustee and that the Secretary be added to the Executive Committee of the 
Foundation; 

 
 Have the Secretary record minutes of all meetings, thus improving Foundation 

record keeping; 
 

 Ask the Foundation to study the possibility of moving its offices out of the Law 
School and hiring its own staff instead of sharing with the Law School, thus 
potentially further affirming separateness; 

 
 Amend the Approval Manual to state, “The Chief of Finance and Accounting 

shall not release any funds for the compensation of the Dean without written 
documentation that the payment has been authorized by the full Board and the 
U. T. Austin Administration.” 

The author of this report agrees with and endorses the implementation of all of these changes. 

 In addition, this report concludes with the following recommendations: 

 The Law School should maintain the policies, procedures and practices described 
herein that support the conclusion that the Foundation is an independent legal 
entity separate from the Law School.149 

 
 The MOU should be revised and enhanced as indicated in the proposed First 

Amended MOU.150   
 

 Despite its recruiting and retention advantages, the forgivable personal loan 
program should be permanently ended.  All existing forgivable personal loans to 
Law School faculty should be allowed to expire according to their terms without 
variance.151 

                                                 
149 This report recommends confirmation of the separate nature of the Foundation because:  (1) as discussed in 

detail in Section II.C, under the law and in practice the Foundation is a separate entity; (2) conversations with current 
leadership at the Foundation and the Law School indicate it is the desire of both entities to remain separate; and (3) 
control of that decision is within the power of the Foundation.  Consideration could be given to a different route – i.e. – 
consolidation, if that is within the strategic aims of the U. T. System Board of Regents given goals for overall 
relationships with foundations generally.  Steps towards consolidation would require the consent of the Foundation and 
would entail a process to ensure an orderly transition within a structure to neutralize any tax consequences and minimize 
costs.  In sum, any move to consolidation would necessarily be preceded by a strategic plan setting forth a goal of 
consolidation and, with the consent of the Foundation, a detailed plan to achieve such. 

150 See Exhibit 11, attached hereto. 
151 As discussed in Section III, there exists no legal necessity to “unwind” existing forgivable personal loans to 

faculty.  No new forgivable personal loans are being issued – the last was November 30, 2010 – and all remaining 
existing forgivable personal loans to faculty will terminate according to existing terms within three years.  For the 
reasons listed on page 26 of this report, the forgivable personal loan program is at an end.  Therefore, the only reason to 
“unwind” existing forgivable personal loans would be to remedy any lingering perceptions and put the matter to rest 
more quickly.  As discussed in this report, the contractual relationship is between the individual faculty member and the 
Foundation.  Therefore, it would take the acquiescence of these two parties to terminate the relationship early.  Also, 
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 No form of compensation or other payment should flow directly from the 

Foundation to the Law School faculty.  All faculty salary support from the 
Foundation should be in the form of restricted gifts to the Law School accepted by 
the Law School in accordance with U. T. System’s gift acceptance procedures. 

 
 The arrangements regarding sharing of employees and office space and equipment 

between the Foundation and the Law School should be reviewed and amended as 
necessary to protect and preserve the Foundation’s independence.  The Long 
Committee’s idea of securing separate office space is a good one. 

 
 The Law School must work with the U. T. Austin Provost’s office to quickly put 

in place a documented process to ensure all components of faculty salary are 
appropriately approved and reported internally and externally as required for a 
public university in Texas.  Complete transparency for salaries of public 
university employees must be ensured. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                             
such early termination could have unintended tax consequences for the faculty member and perhaps even the 
Foundation.  Accordingly, if that route is desired:  (a) tax and compensation experts should be called upon to evaluate 
any proposed course of action; (b) because U. T. Austin is not a contractual party to the forgivable personal loan 
transactions, U. T. Austin would need to call upon its relationship with the faculty members as employees to prompt any 
change. 
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Office of the Attorney General
State of Texas

October 5, 1981

Dear Mr. Walker:

You inquire about the relationship between the University of Texas and the 
University of Texas Law School Foundation. The University of Texas Law 
School Foundation is a nonprofit corporation with the purpose of supporting the 
educational undertaking of the School of Law of the University of Texas. It 
solicits donations and expends funds to benefit the law school, acting as conduit 
and coordinator of gifts made by other parties. You state that the foundation and 
school of law wish to formalize their relationship through a Memorandum of 
Understanding which you have submitted to us. The memorandum states the 
foundation's intent to continue to make donations to the university, describes the 
purposes to be served by these donations, and states certain conditions under 
which the university will accept them.

You ask whether the university's compliance with its representations under the 
Memorandum of Understanding would constitute a gift or grant of public money 
to a corporation in violation of article III, section 51 of the constitution, which 
provides in pertinent part:

The Legislature shall have no power to make any grant or authorize the making 
of any grant of public moneys to any individual, association of individuals, 
municipal or other corporations whatsoever.

The Memorandum of Understanding raises this constitutional question because, 
in addition to providing for donations flowing from the foundation to the law 
school, it also states that the law school will provide, for example, office space, 

Mr. E. D. Walker 
Chancellor 
The University of Texas System 
601 Colorado Street 
Austin, Texas 78701
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utilities, and some staff assistance to the foundation.

We must first, however, determine whether the university has statutory authority 
to accept the terms of the five sections of the memorandum. Section 65.31 of the 
Education Code states some relevant powers of the University of Texas Regents.

(a) The board is authorized and directed to govern, operate, support, and 
maintain each of the component institutions that are now or may hereafter be 
included in a part of The University of Texas System.

. . . .

(c) The board has authority to promulgate and enforce such other rules and 
regulations for the operation, control, and management of the university system 
and the component institutions thereof as the board may deem either necessary 
or desirable. . . .

(e) The board is specifically authorized, upon terms and conditions acceptable to 
it, to accept and administer gifts, grants, or donations of any kind, from any 
source, for use by the system or any of the component institutions of the system.

Section 65.31(e) of the Education Code gives the regents considerable discretion 
to accept donations 'of any kind' with conditions attached by the donor. We 
believe this broad language authorizes the regents to accept gifts of money, other 
intangibles, real and personal property, and services. See Letter Opinion R-1009 
(To Honorable Frank Smith, Jan. 27, 1948). The conditions attached to the grant 
must be acceptable to the regents.

The board has considerable latitude in exercising powers delegated to it by the 
legislature, subject to review for abuse of discretion. Foley v. Benedict, 55 
S.W.2d 805 (Tex. 1932); Letter Advisory No. 6 (1973). However, the board is 
charged with the governing of the university system, see Education Code Section 
65.11, and the exercise of its specific powers must be in furtherance of this duty. 
A 'university system' is the association of agencies of higher education under a 
single governing board. Educ. Code s 61.00319. The broad powers granted the 
regents by section 65.31(a), (c), and (e), i.e., to support and maintain, to 
promulgate rules and regulations, and to accept gifts, are to be exercised on 
behalf of the component institutions of the system. The University of Texas at 
Austin is an 'institution of higher education within The University of Texas 
System.' Educ. Code s 67.02. Thus the board of regents must exercise its powers 
of governance for the purpose of higher education as carried out by the 
component institutions. Grants accepted for the university at Austin must 
reasonably relate to its purposes as an educational institution. See Attorney 
General Opinions M-391 (1969); WW-334 (1958); WW-5 (1957).

The Memorandum of Understanding contains a number of statements as to the 
foundation's goal of serving the educational purposes of the law school and the 
kind of assistance it has rendered in the past and proposes to render in the future. 
These statements are found in sections one through three:
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1. The Foundation has engaged in development activities for The University of 
Texas School of Law (The Law School), has assisted in maintaining alumni 
relations on behalf of The Law School, has participated in the Continuing Legal 
Education (CLE) program of The Law School, has provided various and 
substantial support for the development of The Law School, its faculty and staff, 
and has furnished important administrative and other services to The Law 
School and The University. The continuation of these activities is essential to the 
maintenance of a law school of the first class. The University and The 
Foundation deem it appropriate to, and do hereby, memorialize the nature of the 
relationship between The Foundation and The University and The Law School, 
ratify and approve these past activities by The Foundation, and agree mutually 
for the future regarding the respective roles, rights, and obligations of The 
University and The Foundation in this relationship.

2. The Foundation is a nonprofit educational corporation chartered in 1952 for 
the purposes of supporting the educational undertaking of The Law School by 
furthering legal education, legal research, financial progress of law, and of 
students, and the progress of law, an dof soliciting donations for particular 
objectives to accomplish such purpose, and of cooperating with the advancement 
of the general welfare of The University as a whole. The Statement of 
Development Policy by the Board of Trustees of The Foundation includes the 
activities of securing, holding in trust, and administering funds for the benefit of 
The School of Law of The University of Texas at Austin.

3. The Foundation agrees that, during the term of this Memorandum of 
Understanding, The Foundation: (1) will continue to invest and administer the 
funds presently on hand for the benefit of The Law School; (2) will continue to 
conduct a development program for the benefit of The Law School and The 
University to insure procurement and retention of outstanding law faculty 
members, to enrich the educational environment of The Law School, and by 
other reasonable means to enhance the prestige of, and to advance, The Law 
School, and will utilize its expertise, resources, and personnel for such purposes; 
(3) will use reasonable efforts to finance and conduct, or work with law school 
alumni groups interested in financing and conducting, programs and publications 
designed to maintain good alumni relations on behalf of The Law School; (4) 
will use on behalf of The Law School, or will lease, loan, or give to The Law 
School from time to time, to the extent that it is feasible to do so, equipment 
needed by The Law School or helpful to its operations; (5) will continue to 
render other assistance to The Law School of the general nature of the assistance 
that it has rendered in the past, and to render other assistance to The Law School 
in the future as may mutually appear desirable; and (6) will continue to 
recognize The School of Law of The University of Texas at Austin as the sole 
beneficiary of its development policy and its educational support.

These provisions restate and elaborate on the foundation's purpose, as expressed 
in its charter, which is to support legal education by soliciting and expending 
donations for that purpose. They express numerous specific purposes directed at 
serving the law school's educational enterprise: the provision of administrative 
services, financial aid for students, and funds and services directed at faculty 
recruitment. In addition, it has participated in the law school Constinuing Legal 
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Education program and has worked with alumni groups. With the possible 
exception of the latter endeavor, these activities are closely related to the 
educational function of the university. See Attorney General Opinions M-391 
(1969) (provision of financial aid to students); WW-334 (1958) (Texas Tech 
television channel may accept commercial programs provided directors find 
reasonable relationship to statutory purposes of college); WW-5 (1957) (Texas 
Tech may engage in educational television broadcasting); V-1476 (1952) (salary 
of university comptroller may be supplemented with donated funds); 0-4167 
(1941) (University may spend funds for purpose of soliciting gifts from potential 
donors). Cf. Attorney General Opinion M-223 (1968) (hospital district may 
spend public funds to pay travel costs of employees who recruit prospective 
employers). The legislature has in fact recognized that universities may 
cooperate with alumni associations. See V.T.C.S. art. 1396-2.23A(E)(8). It has, 
however, prohibited the use of appropriated funds for the support and 
maintenance of alumni organizations or activities. General Appropriations Act, 
Acts 1979, 66th Leg., ch. 843, art. IV, s 17, at 2859. Thus, if the regents of the 
university believe that the support of alumni organizations will benefit the 
educational purposes of the school, they will have to locate a permissible 
funding source. The foundation can provide precisely that.

Section four of the memorandum states in part the terms and conditions on 
which the university is willing to accept donations from the foundation:

4. The University agrees that, during the term of this Memorandum of 
Understanding, The University: (1) will provide reasonable space in or near The 
Law School building, as approved by The University President and The Law 
School Dean, to The Foundation for the purpose of carrying out its obligations 
hereunder and for its general operations on behalf of The Law School; (2) will 
provide the utilities and telephone service reasonably needed by The Foundation 
in carrying out its activities under this Memorandum of Understanding; and (3) 
will permit reasonable use of University equipment and personnel as needed to 
coordinate the activities of The Foundation with the educational operations of 
The Law School, and hereby expressly recognizes that the Dean, Associate 
Deans, and members of The Law School faculty may reasonably assist from 
time to time in development programs as may be needed or helpful in 
coordinating those Foundation activities with the operations of The Law School.

In our opinion, the university has statutory authority to provide the foundation 
with the items enumerated in section 4 as 'terms and conditions' attached to 
donations. See Educ. Code s 65.31(e). University property is stated property, see 
Walsh v. University of Texas, 169 S.W.2d 993 (Tex. Civ. App.--El Paso 1942, 
writ ref'd), but the regents have power to determine the use of campus buildings. 
Splawn v. Woodard, 287 S.W. 677 (Tex. Civ. App.-- Austin 1926, no writ). 
Compare V.T.C.S. art. 601b, s 4.01 (Purchasing and General Services 
Commission's control of public building does not extend to higher education 
buildings).

Counties have been permitted to provide a private entity with space in a public 
building where convenient or necessary to carry out a county purpose. See 
Sullivan v. Andrews County, 517 S.W. 2d 410 (Tex. Civ. App.--El Paso 1974, 
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writ ref'd n.r.e.) (county leased clinic to physicians); Dodson v. Marshall, 118 
S.W. 2d 621 (Tex. Civ. App.--Waco 1938, writ dism'd) (space in courthouse 
leased to individual for concession stand); Attorney General Opinions MW-200
(1980) (county provided rent free space in courthouse to employees credit 
union); H-912 (1976) (contract with physician to practice in county medical 
clinic). Counties have only those powers expressly or impliedly granted by the 
countitution and statutes. Canales v. Laughlin, 214 S.W.2d 451 (Tex. 1948); 
Anderson v. Wood, 152 S.W. 2d 1084 (Tex. 1941). The regents of the 
University of Texas have far broader powers to operate and manage component 
institutions within the system pursuant to regulations they deem necessary and 
desirable. Educ. Code s 65.31(c). In our opinion, the board of regents has 
statutory authority over the provision of space to private entities at least as great 
as, and in all probability greater than, that of the commissioners court. The 
provision of utilities may be regarded as incidental to the provision of space in 
the law school in view of the difficulty of the foundation making separate 
provision for them.

Section 65.31(e) of the Education Code permits the university to 'accept and 
administer' grants. This language implicitly acknowledges that the university 
will have to devote some of its resources to administering grants it accepts, in 
particular the services of personnel. The regents have statutory authority to 
decide whether or not to accept a grant which involves particular administrative 
costs for the university.

There is little or no precedent for a governmental body providing telephone 
services and the use of equipment to a private entity which uses space provided 
by the governmental body. See Attorney General Opinion MW-200 (1980) 
(county may provide media free space in courthouse, but may not provide free 
telephone service). However, we believe the regents may regard the provision of 
this assistance as incidental to the provision of office space in the law school to 
the foundation. The foundation exists to serve the educational purposes of the 
law school by making various types of donations. The joint purposes of the law 
school and foundation may possible be accomplished in a more cost effective 
way if the board of regents provides the foundation with a telephone and some 
equipment, rather than requiring it to use foundation resources to pay its 
telephone bills and buy its own copy machine. We conclude that the board of 
regents has authority under section 65.31 of the Education Code which permits 
the law school to provide to the foundation in reasonable amount the resources 
enumerated in section four of the memorandum.

Section five of the agreement states as follows:

5. It is expressly mutually agreed that: (1) staff personnel working for or serving 
The Foundation may be paid as University employees, but the salaries and The 
University's portion of retirement benefits for such personnel will be reimbursed 
to The University by The Foundation, and other usual benefits for such 
personnel will be provided by The University; however, all such personnel are 
subject to all of the rules, regulations, and personnel policies of The University; 
(2) funds raised by the development activities of The Foundation may be subject 
to a reasonable management or operations charge or fee by The Foundation, but 
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all such charges or fees in regard to endowed funds shall come from income and 
not from corpus; all funds, whether endowed, restricted, or unrestricted, raised 
by the development activities of The Foundation shall be held, invested, 
managed, and disbursed by The Foundation for the sole benefit of The Law 
School, subject to any restrictions placed thereon by particular donors.

We understand section five, subsection (1) to provide that foundation employees 
are permitted to be on the university payroll and to be eligible for retirement and 
other benefits provided by the university to its own employees. The statutes and 
appropriations act forbid this arrangement. The appropriations act provides funds 
for departmental operating expense and staff benefits. Acts 1979, 66th Leg., ch. 
843, art. IV, at 2787. See V.T.C.S. art. 6813. In our opinion, these funds are 
appropriated for university employees, and may not be specifically allocated for 
salaries or fringe benefits for the employees of a private corporation which is 
under contract with the university. See Acts 1979, 66 Leg., ch. 843, art. V, s 1
(p), at 2895. Nothing in the university's budget request to the sixty-sixth 
legislature indicates that any of the law school's departmental operating expense 
was to be allocated to foundation employees. State of Texas Request for 
Legislative Appropriations, Fiscal Years Ending August 31, 1980 and 1981, the 
University of Texas of Austin, at 74, 87.

Where authorized by law, state agencies may employ an independent contractor, 
but he does not occupy an office or position under the state nor is he an agent of 
the state. Attorney General Opinion V-345 (1947). See also Attorney General 
Opinion H-1304 (1978). In addition, the appropriations act may authorize an 
expenditure for a consultant. Attorney General Opinion S-13 (1953). However, 
where the appropriations act indicates that work is to be done by employees 
under the direct control of the agency, it may not expend its appropriation to 
contract for the performance of those services by an independent contractor. 
Attorney General Opinion S-80 (1953). In our opinion, employees of the Texas 
Law School Foundation are not entitled to be paid by the university. Nor are 
they entitled to receive vacation and sick leave benefits which the appropriations 
act provides state employees. Acts 1979, 66th Leg., ch. 843, art. V, s 7(a), (b), 
(c), at 2901.

Employees of the Law School Foundation may not become members in the 
Teacher Retirement System. Section 3.03(b) of the Education Code provides as 
follows:

Every employee in any public school or other branch or unit of the public school 
system of this State is a member of the retirement system as a condition of his 
employment.

'Employee' is defined in part as 'any person employed to render service on a full-
time, regular salary basis . . . by the board of regents of any college or 
university.' Educ. Code s 3.02(a)(3). In Attorney General Opinion O-3399 
(1941), it was determined that public school teachers who were employed and 
paid by the federal government and whose services were controlled by a federal 
agency could not participate in the teacher retirement system. These persons 
were not teachers as that term is defined in the retirement statute because they 
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were not employed by any state educational agency but were employed directly 
and exclusively by the federal government. See also Attorney General Opinion 
O-3409 (1941). Since employees of the Law School Foundation are not 
university employees, they are not eligible for retirement benefits under the 
teacher's retirement system.

Nor are employees of the foundation entitled to participate in the group 
insurance plan which the university provides its employees. Article 3.50-3 of the 
Insurance Code, the Texas State College and University Employees Uniform 
Insurance Benefits Act, provides group coverage for all employees of Texas 
state colleges and universities. 'Employee' is defined as any person employed by 
a governing board of a state university, senior or community/junior college, or 
any other agency of higher education. Ins. Code art. 3.50-3, s 3(a)(4)(A). 
Employees of the Texas Law School Foundation do not fit this definition and 
consequently are not eligible for insurance benefits under article 3.50-3 of the 
Insurance Code. See also V.T.C.S. art. 5221b-6(b)(2) (unemployment 
compensation for state employees); art. 6252-19 (Tort Claims Act makes state 
liable for torts of persons in paid service of state); art. 8309g (workmen's 
compensation for state employees).

Having examined the memorandum from the perspective of the university's 
statutory authority to agree to it, we turn to your question: whether the university 
would violate article III, section 51 by complying with its representations under 
the memorandum. Article III, section 51 of the constitution provides in pertinent 
part:

The Legislature shall have no power to make any grant or authorize the making 
of any grant of public moneys to any individual, association of individuals, 
municipal or other corporations whatsoever

This provision prevents the legislature from giving away public funds or 
enacting a statute which authorizes a state agency or political subdivision to do 
so. See Texas Pharmaceutical Ass'n v. Dooley, 90 S.W. 2d 328 (Tex. Civ. App.--
Austin 1936, no writ). Thus, the legislature may not authorize the University of 
Texas to grant public funds to an individual or corporation.

Although article III, section 51 on its face prohibits only grants of money, it has 
been liberally construed to prohibit the grant of state property and contract rights 
as well as money. Rhoads Drilling Co. v. Allred, 70 S.W. 2d 576, 582 (Tex. 
1934) (dicta); Attorney General Opinions WW-790 (1960); WW-153 (1957).

We note that provisions one through three of the memorandum do not raise the 
constitutional issue which concerns you. These provisions describe the 
foundation's donative purposes, and do not refer to benefits flowing from the 
university to the foundation. Section five does not raise the article III, section 51 
issue, because various statutes prevent the university from providing foundation 
employees with the described benefits.

Section four of the memorandum does, however, raise the constitutional issue. It 
states that the university will provide the foundation with office space, telephone 
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service, utilities, assistance from university staff and the use of university 
equipment. We have determined that the regents have statutory authority to 
provide this assistance to the foundation; we must next consider whether statutes 
granting such authority are constitutional as applied to the situation you present.

Article III, section 51 of the constitution requires that a grant by the university to 
the foundation must serve a public purpose, appropriate to the function of a 
university, and that adequate consideration must flow to the public. Attorney 
General Opinions MW-89 (1979); H-1260 (1978); H-520 (1975); H-403 (1974). 
In addition, the university must maintain some controls over the foundation's 
activities, to ensure that the public purpose is actually achieved. Attorney 
General Opinions MW-89 (1979); H-1309 (1978); H-912 (1976). If these 
conditions are met, the grant by the public entity is not unconstitutional.

As made clear by sections one through three of the memorandum, and by its 
charter, the foundation exists to serve the educational function of the law school. 
Public education is an essential governmental function. Rainey v. Malone, 141 
S.W. 2d 713 (Tex. Civ. App.--Austin 1940, no writ). The assistance provide by 
the foundation to the university helps it accomplish a public purpose entrusted to 
it.

The foundation's charter requires it to devote its resources to benefitting the law 
school; therefore, the law school would still receive donations from the 
foundation even if it did not provide office space and other in kind assistance. 
See Boyd v. Frost National Bank, 196 S.W. 2d 497 (Tex. 1946).

Nonetheless, a public purpose may be served by providing the foundation with 
rent-free space in the law school. This determination is to be made by the 
university in the first instance, and if challenged, ultimately by a court. Attorney 
General Opinion H-403 (1974); see also Dodson v. Marshall, supra, at 624. 
Although we lack sufficient information to state with certainty how the 
foundation's presence in the law school serves the public purpose of higher 
education, we can at least raise some possibilities for consideration by the 
regents.

For example, if law students and faculty members have easy access to the 
foundation office, they may learn about and benefit from the scholarship and 
research grants it offers. The foundation's presence in the law school may help 
achieve full and efficient use of its resources by prospective recipients. It will 
also serve the convenience of persons in the law school who can contact the 
foundation with a minimal expenditure of time. See Attorney General Opinion 
MW-200 (1980).

Law school administrators work with the foundation to coordinate foundation 
activities with those of the law school. Their convenience will be served if the 
foundation is easily available for consultations. If the foundation also provides 
administrative services, these can be utilized easiest on the law school premises.

Another factor to consider is whether the provision of office space and other 
assistance to the foundation enhances the cost effectiveness of operating the 
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foundation. The regents might consider the value of the office space, telephone, 
utilities, equipment, and staff assistance the law school will provide as compared 
to equivalent items purchased on tjhe market. Rental paid for an office would 
probably include a landlord's profit. Since the foundation's resources are to be 
used to benefit the university, savings on overhead costs should go to the law 
school. Providing the foundation with an office might free some resources worth 
more than the office from use for overhead so they could be devoted to law 
school education.

In addition to serving a public purpose, the provision of office space and related 
assistance to the foundation must be subject to controls, contractual or otherwise, 
to insure that the public purpose is met. The Memorandum of Understanding is 
not a contract, since the representations made by the foundation either relate to 
its past activities or express generalized intentions as to future help. The 
promises appear too vague to be enforceable as a contract, and the foundation's 
compliance with its legal duties under the charter does not constitute 
consideration. See Teague v. Edwards, 315 S.W. 2d 950 (Tex. 1958).

However, other controls exist to assure that the provision of university office 
space and other benefits to the foundation serves and will continue to serve a 
public purpose, whether it is the convenience of the law school or increasing the 
value of the foundation's contributions to public education. The board of regents 
has sufficient rule-making power to establish controls over this transaction. See 
Educ. Code s 65.31. In particular, it has authority to control the use of university 
property. Splawn v. Woodard, supra. The memorandum recognizes this in noting 
that the university president and law school dean will control the allocation of 
space to the foundation subject to a test of reasonableness. Other office-related 
assistance going to the foundation is provided subject to a test of reasonableness. 
Memorandum, section 4. Law school administrators can see that the office space 
and other items provided actually serve the law school's purposes.

With respect to gifts for professorships and scholarships, section 65.36 of the 
Education Code provides detailed controls as to conditions which may be 
attached to these donations. Moreover, the convenient location of the foundation 
may enable law school administrators to shape foundation activities to some 
extent toward fulfilling the current needs of the law school. If the foundation's 
presence on university property ceases to serve a public purpose, it may be 
removed at any time, since it has no lease. The university has control of its 
premises and may require the foundation to vacate the office it uses. Cf. Morris 
v. Nowotny, 323 S.W. 2d 301 (Tex. Civ. App.--Austin 1959, writ ref. n.r.e.), 
cert. denied, 361 U.S. 889 (1959).

Additional controls over the allocation of university space to the foundation are 
found outside of the university. The state auditor is required to audit the use of 
public funds by the university and report to the Legislative Audit Committee. 
V.T.C.S. art. 4413a-13(1),(2). Thus, university expenditures on behalf of the 
foundation will be subject to examination by the auditor and legislature.

In addition, the Open Records Act defines 'governmental body' to include the 
portion of every corporation 'which is supported in whole or in part by public 
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funds. . . .' V.T.C.S. art. 6252-17a, s 2(F). Since the foundation receives support 
from the university that is financed by public funds, its records relating to the 
activities supported by public funds will be subject to public scrutiny. See Open 
Records Decision No. 228 (1979).

Despite the absence of contractual controls designed to ensure that the presence 
of the foundation in the law school will serve a public purpose, we believe the 
regents can exercise sufficient control over this transaction pursuant to statutory 
authority. Furthermore, additional limitations on the foundation derive from 
other statutes as discussed above. Consequently, the university may comply with 
its representation under section four of the memorandum.

SUMMARY

The University of Texas may provide the Law School Foundation with office 
space and other assistance where a public purpose will thereby be served. The 
regents have authority to decide in the first instance whether a public purpose is 
served. Sufficient statutory controls exist to ensure that the public purpose will 
be achieved. Thus, the university may provide the foundation with the stated 
benefits without violating article III, section 51 of the constitution.

The university lacks authority to place foundation employees on its payroll and 
give them fringe benefits reversed for state employees.

Very truly yours,

Mark White 
Attorney General of Texas

John W. Fainter, Jr. 
First Assistant Attorney General

Richard E. Gray III 
Executive Assistant Attorney General

Prepared by Susan Garrison 
Assistant Attorney General
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First Amended MOU between The University of Texas at Austin and The University of Texas 
Law School Foundation 

 By this First Amended Memorandum of Understanding, The University of Texas at 
Austin (“The University”) and The University of Texas Law School Foundation (“The 
Foundation”) agree: 

I. 
RECITALS 

 
A. The purpose of this First Amended Memorandum of Understanding is to guide and direct 
 the parties respecting their affiliation, cooperation and working relationship, inclusive of 
 anticipated future arrangements and agreements in furtherance thereof. 

B. The Foundation is a Texas Nonprofit Corporation qualified under Section 501(c)(3) of 
 the Internal Revenue Code and exists for the purposes of aiding and promoting 
 educational and charitable purposes and lawful activities of The University of Texas at 
 Austin School of Law (“The Law School”). 

C. The Foundation is a separate legal entity from The University and The Law School. 

D.   Since The Foundation was established in 1952 as a as a private, non-profit educational 
 corporation, it has engaged in development activities for The Law School, has assisted in 
 maintaining alumni relations on behalf of The Law School, has participated in the 
 Continuing Legal Education (CLE) program of The Law School, has provided various and 
 substantial support for the development of The Law School, its faculty and staff, and has 
 furnished important administrative and other services to The Law School and The 
 University.  The continuation of these activities is essential to the maintenance of a law 
 school of the first class. 

E. The University and The Foundation deem it appropriate to, and do hereby, ratify and 
 approve these past activities by The Foundation, and mutually agree to the terms in this, 
 First Amended Memorandum of Understanding, which further details the respective roles, 
 rights, and obligations of The University and The Foundation in this relationship. 
 

II. 
TERMS 

 
 In consideration of the mutual commitments herein contained, and other good and 
valuable consideration, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, The Foundation and The 
University agree as follows: 
 
A. The Foundation Support of The University 
 

1. The Foundation’s sole purpose for existence is to provide support to The Law School.  
In accordance with The Foundation’s governing documents, that support includes, but 
is not limited to continuing to: 
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(a) Raise, receive, hold in trust, invest, and administer funds solely for the  benefit 
of The Law School;  

 
(b) Assist The Law School Development and Alumni Relations Office in its 

fundraising, marketing, public relations and alumni outreach activities and 
development programs with individuals, corporations, private foundations and 
other organizations; 

 
(c) Solicit funds to further legal education, legal research, and financial assistance 

to deserving students, and to enrich the educational environment and prestige 
of The Law School; 

 
(d) Conduct a development program for the benefit of The Law School and The 

University to insure procurement and retention of outstanding law faculty 
members; 

 
(e) Promote the interest and welfare of The University/The Law School; and 

 
(f) Perform other acts as may be deemed appropriate in furtherance of the 

mission of The Law School. 
 
B. Use of The Law School Name 
 

1. The Foundation may, in connection with its lawful business and activities, use the 
name of The Law School and other symbols and marks of The Law School, provided 
that The Foundation clearly communicates that it is conducting business in its own 
name for the benefit of The Law School. 
 

2. The Foundation will, however, operate under its own seal and logotype.   
 
3. The Foundation agrees to cease using The Law School’s name and symbols in the 

event: 
 
(a) The Foundation dissolves; 
 
(b) This Agreement is terminated as provided below; or 
 
(c) The Foundation ceases to be a nonprofit corporation or ceases to be 

recognized by the Internal Revenue Service as described in section 501(c)(3) 
of the Internal Revenue Code. 
 

C. The Relationship between The Foundation and The University 
 

1. The Foundation is a separately incorporated 501(c)(3) non-profit organization created 
to raise, manage, distribute, and steward private resources to support the various 
missions of The Law School. 
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2. The Foundation agrees to cooperate with the Chancellor of The University of Texas 

System or his or her designee to allow The University to monitor the relationship 
between The Foundation and The Law School. 

 
3. The Foundation’s Board of Trustees is responsible for the control and management of 

all assets of the Foundation, including the prudent management of all gifts consistent 
with donor intent. 
 

4. The Dean of the Law School is responsible for communicating Law School priorities 
and long-term plans to the Foundation. 
 

5. The Dean of the Law School and will work, in conjunction with The Foundation, to 
identify, cultivate, and solicit prospects for private gifts. 

 
6. The University recognizes that The Foundation is a private corporation with the 

authority to keep all records and data confidential consistent with the law. 
 
7. The University agrees to encourage and maintain the independence of The 

Foundation and, at the same time, foster the cooperative relationship between The 
Law School and The Foundation. 
 

8. The University shall include The Foundation as an active and prominent participant in 
the strategic planning for The Law School. 

 
D.  Foundation Responsibilities to The University 
 

1. Fundraising and Stewardship 
 

 The Foundation agrees to comply with all standards and eligibility requirements as an 
 external non-profit corporation as set forth in Texas and federal law, and The University of 
 Texas  System Board of Regents Rules and Regulations, and The University’s policies and 
 procedures. 
 
 The Foundation shall create an environment conducive to increasing levels of private 
 support for the mission and priorities of The Law School. 

 
 The Foundation, in consultation with the Dean of the Law School, is responsible for 
 planning and executing comprehensive fund-raising and donor-acquisition programs in 
 support of The Law School’s mission.  These programs include annual giving, major gifts, 
 planned gifts, special projects, and campaigns as appropriate. 
 
 The Foundation will establish, adhere to, and periodically assess its gift-management and 
 acceptance policies.  It will promptly acknowledge and issue receipts for all gifts on behalf 
 of The Foundation and The University. 
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 The Law School recognizes that The Foundation bears major responsibility for fund-
 raising.  The Law School representatives will coordinate fund-raising initiatives including 
 major gifts solicitations with The Foundation. 
 
 The Foundation shall not accept grants from state or federal agencies. 
 

2. Asset Management 
 
 The Foundation will establish asset-allocation, disbursement, and spending policies 
 that adhere to applicable federal and state laws, including the Uniform Prudent Investor 
 Act (UPIA), the Uniform Management of Institutional Funds Act (UMIFA), The 
 University of Texas System Board of Regents Rules and Regulations, and The University’s 
 policies and procedures. 
 
 The Foundation will receive, hold, manage, invest, and disperse gifts, including 
 immediately vesting gifts and deferred gifts that are contributed in the form of planned 
 and deferred-gift instruments. 
 

3. Fund Administration and Distribution 
 

 The Foundation is the primary depository of private  gifts and will transfer funds to The 
 Law School in compliance with applicable laws, University policies, and gift agreements. 
 
 When distributing gift funds to The Law School, The Foundation will disclose any terms, 
 conditions, or limitations imposed by donor or legal determination on the gift. The 
 Law School will abide by such restrictions and provide appropriate documentation. 
 
 Any payments made by The Foundation to an employee of The University, except for 
 approved expense reimbursements, shall be made in accordance with The University 
 of Texas System Regents Rules and Regulations. 
 
 The funds raised by the development activities of The Foundation may be subject to a 
 reasonable management or operations charge or fee by The Foundation, but all such charges 
 or fees in regard to endowed funds shall come from income and not from corpus. 
 
 The Foundation shall engage an independent accounting firm annually to conduct an 
 audit of The Foundation’s financial and operational records and will provide The 
 University with a copy of the annual audited financial statements. 
 

4. Other Matters 
 
 The Foundation is responsible for the employment, compensation and evaluation of its 
 employees, i.e. those individuals who dedicate 100% of their time to The Foundation. [One 
 Law School employee, Glen Woelfel, who is in the Financial Affairs Department, 
 devotes 100% of his time to the Foundation and should be employed by The Foundation.] 
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 The Foundation shall be responsible for, and custodian of, all donor records and shall 
 establish and enforce policies to protect donor confidentiality and rights. 

E. The University Support of and Responsibilities to The Foundation 
 

1. The University shall provide The Foundation with office space including utilities and 
janitorial services, under such terms and at such locations as are mutually acceptable.  

 
2. The University shall provide support services to The Foundation of the type 

provided to The University departments on a cost reimbursement basis including, but not 
limited to, access to The University telephone system, maintenance from the 
Physical Plant, services of the Printing Department, Computing Services, and 
University Mail System.  
 

3. The Foundation will reimburse The University for this office space and support 
services in accordance with normally established rates for The University departments.  
The parties shall develop a budget annually based on projected services required by The 
Foundation.  The parties will enter into a written agreement (included as Exhibit __) that 
will encompass the details regarding the office space and services provided and the 
corresponding amounts owed by The Foundation to The University.  The amount of 
compensation will be negotiated on an annual basis. 

 
4. In a limited number of situations, certain employees from The University also provide 

services to The Foundation.  The Foundation will reimburse The University for the 
work performed by these employees on behalf of The Foundation.  The percentage of 
time each University employee dedicates to The Foundation will be considered along 
with other factors outlined in the Supplemental Agreement attached as Exhibit _.  The 
amount of compensation will be negotiated on an annual basis. 

F. Compliance with the laws of the State of Texas, the rules and regulations of The 
University of Texas System, the rules, policies and regulations of The University and 
The Law School, and The Foundation Bylaws 

Both The University and The Foundation agree to comply with the policies, procedures 
and regulations of The University of Texas System, The University of Texas at Austin, 
The University of Texas at Austin School of Law pertaining to the relationship 
between The University and associated entities, including amendments thereto. The 
University shall provide The Foundation with proposed amendments to such 
policies and regulations as soon as possible but in no event less than fifteen (15) days 
prior to their effective date.  The Foundation agrees to provide The University with a 
copy of its Bylaws and shall provide any proposed amendments as soon as possible but 
in no event less than fifteen (15) days prior to the meeting of The Foundation at which they 
are considered for adoption. 
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G. Effect of Agreement; Modification 

This Agreement and its attachments contain all the terms between the parties and may 
be amended only in writing signed by an authorized representative of both parties. 

H. Confidentiality  

Neither The Foundation nor The University shall disclose or use any private, confidential, 
proprietary, or trade secret information provided from one to the other except as 
required in and by the terms of this Agreement or as required by law.  The 
Foundation recognizes the obligation of The University to comply with Texas Public 
Records laws. 

I. Term and Termination 

The initial term of this First Amended Agreement shall be five (5) years and shall be 
automatically renewed for successive five (5) year terms, unless and until either party 
gives notice in writing to the other party of its intent not to renew the Agreement at least 
30 days prior to the beginning of a new term.  Either party shall have the continuing 
right to terminate this Agreement at any time without cause upon ninety (90) days written 
notice to the other party.  The University may terminate this agreement at any time 
if the The Foundation fails to abide by the rules, regulations and policies referenced 
above in Section C which govern the relationship between The Law School and The 
Foundation. 

J. Dissolution 

Consistent with provisions appearing in the Foundation’s bylaws and its articles of 
incorporation, should the Foundation cease to exist or cease to be an Internal Revenue 
Code 501(c)(3) organization, the Foundation will transfer its assets and property to The 
University, provided that The University is still be a 501(c)(3) organization at the time 
of dissolution, in accordance with the Foundation's Articles of Incorporation law and 
donor intent. 

K. Other Matters 

To ensure effective achievement of the items of this First Amended Memorandum of 
Understanding, The University and The Foundation representatives shall hold periodic 
meetings to foster and maintain productive relationships and to ensure open and 
continuing communications and alignment of priorities. 

L. Notice 

Any notice to either party hereunder must be in writing signed by the party giving it, and 
shall be deemed given when mailed postage prepaid by U.S. Postal Services first class, 
certified, or express mail, or other overnight mail service, or hand delivered, when addressed 
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as follows: 
 
To The University of Texas at Austin: 
 
 The University of Texas at Austin 
 Attn: William Powers, President 
 Campus Mail Code G 3400 
 PO Box T  
 Austin, TX 78713 
 
To The University of Texas Law School Foundation: 
 
 The University of Texas Law School Foundation 
 Attn: Jon Newton, President 
 727 East Dean Keeton Street 
 Austin, Texas, 78705  
 

 
 THIS AGREEMENT is effective immediately upon execution by the Parties and approval 
by the Board of Regents of The University of Texas System, and the Agreement shall remain in 
effect from year to year unless modified in writing by mutual agreement of The Foundation and The 
University, or terminated by either The Foundation or The University upon giving notice twelve 
(12) months prior to the end of a fiscal year of The University. 

 
 APPROVED by the Board of Regents of The University of Texas System on this the 
________ day of ____________, 2012. 
 
 
APPROVED by the Foundation on this the ________ day of ____________, 2012. 
 
 
 
 
      THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS LAW SCHOOL  
      FOUNDATION 
 
        
 
      By: ______________________________ 
             Jon Newton 
             President 
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      THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN 
 
        
 
      By: ______________________________ 
             William Powers 
             President 
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Dear Colleagues,  
 
  
For any great law school, the project of recruiting and retaining a first-rate faculty is of 
critical importance. So, too, is the project of making it possible for that faculty to flourish. 
When I became dean, I had spent my entire professional life seeking good colleagues, 
benefitting from their ideas and constructive projects, and working to make it possible 
for students to do likewise.  For me, the highest single priority of the dean of UT Law 
was that of building and maintaining our faculty.  That view was, I believe, widely 
shared. 
 
At the outset, the fate of that project seemed imperiled:  Bill Powers ascended to the 
presidency of the University; Doug Laycock joined Terry at Michigan;  Mark Gergen left 
for Berkeley; Brian Leiter left for Chicago; Ernie Young went to Duke; and Sarah 
Cleveland, Philip Bobbit, and Ronald Mann set sail for Columbia.  And we were at 
serious risk of more losses still, with schools from Harvard on down showing serious 
interest in members of our community.   
 
But from that somewhat bleak moment on, we have had remarkable success.  In a 
handful of years, we have hired sixteen tenure and tenure-track faculty.  Seven came as 
entry-level hires. Five of those seven are women, and, in all, seven of our sixteen hires 
are women. Our nine lateral hires range from early mid-career to senior academics.  We 
have enriched the diversity of our faculty, strengthened our profile in important areas 
such as law and economics, and added luster and scope to our community of teachers 
and scholars.  Our colleagues -- including those who were at risk -- have turned their 
backs on other opportunities and made full-blooded commitments to our shared 
enterprise.   
 
This has been a terrific run, and it has not been easy.  The Appointments Committee 
and the faculty as a whole deserve enormous credit for the hard work, patience, 
collegial energy, and good judgment that have been required. For my part, I have 
committed great effort to the cause of recruiting the candidates that we as a faculty 
have decided to hire, and I have done everything I could to retain those among our 
colleagues who were most at risk of being drawn away.  This has been an intense 
preoccupation of my deanship.  Much more than compensation has been involved on 
my part in regard to our faculty project;  but compensation is very much in the spotlight 
just now, so I will address that first. 
 
The Market for Law Professors, and Our Response.  In several of Sandy Levinson's 
emails, he describes the aggressive and generous compensation practices at Harvard, 
Yale and NYU.  Those practices have become the norm, not the exception, among top 
twenty law schools. They are the practices with which we have had to contend in the 
course of our faculty-building.  I cannot speak with confidence of Yale's fabled offers in 
the $450,000 to $600,000 range, but in our own experience, candidates whom we have 
wished to hire have been offered more than $400,000 a year, along with other 
substantial emoluments of the sort I will describe below. 
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In the course of our hiring efforts, we have found ourselves in direct competition with 
Duke, Michigan, Northwestern, UCLA, UVA, Vanderbilt, Boston University, USC, and 
Cal Tech. These schools very much wanted to hire or hold on to the attractive 
candidates that we had set out to recruit.  It was neither possible nor reasonable to 
match all the offers from rival schools, and in several cases we stopped significantly 
short when the price was too high; in two cases, candidates we had voted to hire 
accepted offers at other schools that were well beyond not merely what we were willing 
to pay but also well beyond the compensation package of anyone on our faculty.  But, in 
general, I tried to meet the market.  Salary, of course, has been the dominant 
compensation variable.  Our salary commitments have needed to reflect the market in 
which they were forged. 
 
Common to the compensation packages offered by other schools to the candidates that 
we have undertaken to recruit have been non-salary commitments with substantial 
financial entailments.  We, too, have frequently included non-salary commitments, in the 
form of one-time loans. These have been accompanied with a promise on our part to 
defray the costs of repaying the loan in annual installments of five or seven years, 
provided that the recipient of the loan remains on our faculty.  Typically, these loans are 
aimed at the purchase of a home, and have helped to settle our new colleagues and 
their families in Austin.  In exchange for these loans, I have asked and received from 
the recipients a moral commitment to remain members of our community for at least five 
years.  
 
Many of our lateral hires have received such loans.  In some cases, I was responding 
directly to one-time bonus offers by other schools.  In other cases, I was trying to meet 
generous offers made on other terms by competing schools.  These other terms 
included, in addition to a high annual salary, substantial housing assistance, generous 
college tuition benefits, massive programmatic funds, and the prospect of university 
professorships.  In one case, we extended a loan to an entry-level candidate. This was 
in the context of a highly competitive offer from a higher ranked school for a highly 
desirable candidate who might well have chosen away from us.  In all of these cases, 
the loans aimed not just at recruiting new faculty, but at doing so under circumstances 
that would conduce to our new colleagues becoming long-term members of our 
community. 
 
During this same period, some of our own colleagues came to be at immediate risk of 
departure. Harvard, Columbia, Berkeley, Michigan, Penn and UVA all began to recruit 
members of our faculty.  The circumstances were such that there was good reason to 
suppose that many of these situations would progress to firm offers, and that our 
colleagues and their families -- on the scene, with firm offers in hand, housing sampled, 
and spousal opportunities explored -- would be lured away.  The loan arrangements 
were intended to make it attractive for our colleagues and their partners to back away 
from the brink, and renew their commitment to remain members of our community.   
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Two of the loan arrangements were offered under less fraught circumstances.  Each of 
these involved a young member of our faculty who had just received tenure and who 
was at risk of leaving.  One had already visited at a very highly ranked school, and the 
other had begun to produce high caliber scholarship in an area of considerable 
importance to us, an area in heavy demand elsewhere.  I viewed these two loans as 
sound law school practice, and would be pleased to persuade our other recently 
tenured colleagues to make commitments of the requisite sort.  As is true of all good law 
schools, but most especially true at schools which have hired well and provided a 
nurturing academic environment, our junior colleagues will be at their most vulnerable 
immediately after tenure, when their files will have been carefully read by outside 
reviewers at predatory schools.  A program that offers these young colleagues housing 
support would reduce the disparities likely to exist between them and their colleagues 
who were hired in early mid-career, and settle them more firmly in place. 
 
Efforts of the sort we have undertaken to attract and retain faculty at UT go back at least 
as far as Mark Yudof's time as Dean.  Competitive, off-scale salaries and forgivable 
loans were not my invention.  One or both were employed by at least three of my 
predecessors here.  They were, of course, not UT's invention:  They are very prevalent 
among our peer schools, and, as I have emphasized, they define the market in which 
we have recruited our recent hires.   The funds that have supported our loan 
arrangements have come from monies that have been raised and expressly endowed 
for academic excellence.  I have raised the bulk of these funds – which total more than 
$10 Million -- for exactly the purpose of recruiting and retaining faculty. 
 
Equity.  All that said, I may have not gotten every case right in the course of our 
sustained effort to build and hold on to our faculty.  Given the importance of the 
objective, I was surely drawn to the side of generosity.  And, whether perfectly 
calibrated or not, the compensation packages that have resulted from our hiring 
campaign have raised concerns about disparities in our overall salary structure, 
disparities which in some cases are attributable to long-standing, systematic judgments 
of the Budget Committee and former deans. 
 
To some extent, the faculty as a whole have enjoyed the widely distributed benefits of a 
rising tide driven by our successful fundraising.  Most members of the faculty received 
$10,000 raises within weeks of my assuming the deanship.  And, in a effort to raise the 
compensation of the faculty in a more targeted and equity-enhancing way, the Budget 
Committee and I agreed early on to raise the summer research stipends of all chair 
holders actively engaged in scholarship to 1/3 of their academic rate.  This brought a 
substantial number of unquestionably deserving faculty well up in our salary chart, 
where they belong.  In addition, a broad swath of our faculty who are actively engaged 
in scholarship have received the combined benefits of our available funds and my 
commitment to support scholarship.  When legitimate scholarship needs have arisen, I 
have willingly underwritten: unusual and extensive travel; special administrative 
assistance, including transcription and translation; advanced research assistance, 
including graduate students and freelance consultants; teaching relief or sequencing; 
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the hosting of domestic and international conferences; and special library or database 
materials.  
 
Still, at the end of the day, there is a kind of natural, syncopated cycle of equity to be 
hoped for, in which market hiring in effect recalibrates our salary scale.  We have made 
progress, but we have been the victims of bad timing.  During my deanship, the 
University as a whole has been on an austerity budget, and we at the Law School have 
been under tight constraints as to salary adjustments.   For the academic year 
2008/2009, the University froze all salaries.  For the academic year 2009/2010, the 
University directed us to focus on questions of equity, but with a tight budgetary 
maximum.  This permitted us to focus predominantly -- albeit with limited funds -- on 
gender equity, and on making other equitable adjustments as well.  In the academic 
year 2010/2011, we were directed to use an overall 2% salary increase pool, but only 
for one time payments, with not lasting impact on salary.  In the present academic year, 
2011/2012, our salary recommendations were based on a 2% pool, as directed.  This by 
no means constitutes a complaint about University policy, which has throughout been 
guided by a measured response to serious budgetary constraints.  But it has hobbled 
our capacity to adjust our salary scale. 
 
Of particular importance in this picture is gender equity.   For the past several years, 
gender equity has been much on my mind and has been an important part of the work 
of the Budget Committee.  Many of our equity-based raises have been directed at 
women members of our faculty, and we have conferred four chairs on women faculty in 
these years and offered a chair to a fifth.  Beyond issues of compensation, I have 
placed the support of the Law School fully behind the Center for Women in the Law, 
underwriting a portion of the Center’s expenses when it was not yet financially self-
sustaining.  And with regard to both hiring and retention, I have both encouraged the 
faculty to be, and personally have been, as flexible and creative as possible in service 
of hiring and retaining qualified women as colleagues.   We have had notable success 
in doing so.  Still, six months ago, Stefanie Lindquist and I agreed that we would be well 
served by having a Gender Equity Task Force, and posted our commitment to that 
venture on our website. In the section on "Going Forward", below, I will describe the 
composition and launch of our Gender Equity Task Force. 
 
Faculty Review.  Parallel to these events has been the question of the openness of our 
compensation commitments to faculty review.  When I became Dean, at least three 
categories of compensation were not available for review by the Budget Committee:  
summer research stipends; most other salary supplements described in various ways, 
including "housing supplements"; and the loan arrangements described above.  At the 
outset of my deanship, the Budget Committee urged me to make information about all 
aspects of our compensation available.  I declined to do so.  I was accustomed to a law 
school compensation environment typical of almost every elite American law school – 
an environment in which faculty members could and did engage with the Dean about 
their own compensation packages, but did not know how that package compared to 
their colleagues' compensation.  This is true even in a number of state schools, where 
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the official, reported compensation excludes key compensation arrangements, 
arrangements most typically associated with large-ticket housing support.   
 
Over time, however, I came to recognize the importance of sharing full compensation 
information with the Budget Committee.  Two years ago, in the academic year 2009-
2010, I agreed to share all compensation information with the Budget Committee, 
subject only to the proviso that the loan arrangement information be shared with a 
subcommittee of the Budget Committee rather than the Committee as a whole.  I asked 
for agreement on that proviso because a number of these arrangements involved 
health, and other sensitive family matters, and the beneficiaries of these arrangements 
had entered into them with the understanding that they would remain confidential.  The 
Budget Committee agreed to proceed on this basis and, from 2009/2010 on, the Budget 
Committee has had all salary information and a subcommittee  -- consisting of Bob 
Peroni as Chair, Ernest Smith, and Tom McGarity -- has had access to all information 
concerning the loan arrangements. The new Chair of the Budget Committee, Lynn 
Baker, and I had agreed at the beginning of this academic year that the entire Budget 
Committee this year would receive full compensation information including that 
concerning loan agreements. 
 
The Appointments Process.  To state the obvious:  A strong faculty is the very heart 
of a fine law school. We teach, we do scholarship, we seek to move the world in 
constructive ways.  Our ability to hire and hold on to superb colleagues over the last 
handful of years has had a radiant effect.  It is in large part on the strength of that ability 
that we have been able to recruit wonderful students.  The credentials of our students 
have soared, and this year, when the rate of applications to law schools threatens to 
drop by nearly 20 per cent, our early returns indicate that our applications will hold 
steady or rise.  The promise of a great law faculty has been at the heart of my 
fundraising efforts.  We are just short of having raised 80 Million dollars so far, and there 
are a number of promising gifts in the pipeline.  Our national reputation is much 
enhanced by our faculty success, of course, and even the accursed US News rankings 
have nodded in our direction:  Five years ago, we were ranked 17th by U.S.News;  this 
year, we became the first law school in the modern history of the rankings to break into 
the charmed circle of the "T-14" or top 14 law schools.  Our ability to hire superb 
colleagues is the strongest positive signal we can send to prospective deans and to 
ourselves.  It would be a misfortune to squander our momentum of fine faculty hires by 
suspending our hiring this year. 
 
We now have a process in place to assure Budget Committee participation in 
compensation decisions, including those made as we recruit new colleagues.  We 
employed a variation of that process in our last active hiring year, and it worked well.  In 
the 2009/2010 hiring season, the faculty voted to extend offers to two entry-level 
candidates and one lateral candidate.  Before making offers to these candidates, I 
consulted with the whole Budget Committee and got advice about the compensation 
packages I should offer.  I followed that advice, and returned briefly to the Committee 
with requests from the candidates.  Since the lateral candidate requested a loan 
arrangement, I consulted with the subcommittee as to that request.  I then returned to 
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the candidates with revised offers that had been approved by the Budget Committee 
and the subcommittee, and those were accepted.  The process worked well: I found it 
helpful to have the advice of the Budget Committee and the subcommittee; and our final 
arrangements were entirely consistent with the Committee's advice.   
 
The only change now contemplated involves placing all compensation information, 
including loan agreement information, in the hands of the Budget Committee as a 
whole, and consulting the Committee as a whole as to all questions of compensation.  I 
am happy to be bound by the Committee's judgment.  This seems a well-formed 
process to assure faculty oversight of the hiring process, compensation included. 
 
Going Forward.  This year's Budget Committee consists of Lynn Baker as Chair, joined 
by Stefanie Lindquist, Sandy Levinson, Tom McGarity, Scot Powe, Ernest Smith, Matt 
Spitzer, and Wendy Wagner.  
 
Our Gender Equity Task Force will also be Chaired by Lynn Baker, joined by Stefanie 
Lindquist and Wendy Wagner.  The charge of the task force is to examine all tenure and 
tenure-track faculty compensation information, including loan agreement information, to 
determine whether our compensation structure raises gender equity concerns, and, if 
so, to consider the shape and magnitude of the adjustments called for by those 
concerns.   
 
Lynn Baker has begun the process of assembling in systematic form complete 
compensation data for the past six years, and the Task Force will begin its work in very 
short order.  If the Task Force is of the view that its work will be facilitated by consulting 
with anyone in another part of the University, or by adding one or more members from 
another part of the University, I will support that judgment.  Likewise, if the Task Force is 
of the view that its work will be facilitated by consulting with someone with experience 
elsewhere in the legal academy, or by adding one or more members from elsewhere in 
the legal academy, I will support that judgment.    
 
The Task Force will initially report its findings and recommendations to the Budget 
Committee as a whole, and to me, but its findings and recommendations will ultimately 
be shared with the entire tenured and tenure-track faculty.  For my part, I will do 
everything possible to see that the Task Force and its recommendations are given a 
high priority in our compensation decisions.  Many of the Task Force’s 
recommendations, of course, will necessarily be addressed to my successor.  It is my 
hope that she or he too will take the Task Force’s recommendations to heart. 
 
I will encourage the Budget Committee to supplement its ordinary functions this year 
with two additional responsibilities:  First, I would like the Committee to consider 
whether there are other structural equity concerns besides gender in our compensation 
picture, and, if so, to consider the shape and magnitude of the adjustments called for by 
those concerns.  Second, I would like the Committee to consider mechanisms by which 
these adjustments and any called for by the Gender Equity Task force can be made.  I 
have in mind mechanisms like the temporary freezing of some group of salaries and 
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using the funds thus made available to begin to make the adjustments called for.  As in 
the case of the Gender Task Force, if the Budget Committee is of the view that its work 
will be facilitated by consulting with one or more persons in another part of the 
University or elsewhere in the legal academy, I will support that judgment. 
 
In the meantime, I encourage you all to remember how important it is that you do 
everything possible to support our sense of community and mutual respect.  It is very 
important for the future of the Law School that all of our colleagues feel welcome and 
supported, and that prospective deans see the underlying good health and robust 
promise of the University of Texas School of Law.   
 
I will stop here, in the hope that these remarks contribute to a constructive and civil 
conversation going forward. 
 
Faithfully yours, 
 
Larry Sager 



Faculty Loan Summary

121712003 Berman. Mitch
5/18/2004 Black, Bernie
121712005 Young, Ernie
411312006 Sage, Bill
511012006 Jinks, Derek
8/14/2006 Sage, Bill
121712006 Jinks, Derek
3/3012007 Berman, Mitch
513/2007 Rodriguez,Dan

l0ll9/2007 Rodriguez, Dan
3/312008 Dammann, Jens
4129/2008 Lindquist, Stephanie
6/25/2008 Tones,Gerald
11/2512008 Stapleton, Jane

4/30/2009 Chesney,Robert
4/30/2009 Wickelgren,Abraham
5ll/2009 Sager, Larry
5/1812009 Adelman, David
6/2412009 Tores,Gerald
711512009 Driver, Justin

7l16/2009 Avraham, Ronen
8/18/2009 Bracha, Oren
l/16/2010 Bone, Robert
612212010 Spitzer,Matt
7lll20l0 Spindler, James

81112010 Avraham, Ronen (buyout)
ll130/2010 Mullenix, Linda

Original
Loan Amount

Remaining
Principal
Balance

60,433

80,119

4o,oo;
36,444
48,387
30,000
24,091

106,008

120,000

120,000

200,000
100,000

80,000

100,000

120,000
100,000

210,000

250,000

100,000

60,000

225,000

2,210,491

100,000

200,000

200,000

75,000

125,000
75,000

175,000
100,000
200,000
100,000
100,000
150,000
50,000

250,000
300,000

300,000

500,000 
(r)

250,000

200,000
250,000
300,000
250,000
300,000

350,000
100,000

150,000 (2)

250,000

5,400,000

(t) 
The loan for Lany Sager was actually only $400,000 due to an immbdiate

vesting of $100,000 of the $500,000 defered compensation agreement.
(') 

The loan for Ronen Avraham was acfually only $ 120,000 due to an immediate

vesting of $30,000 of the $150,000 defened compensation agreement,

*There are no outstanding offers or pending agreements as of July 25,2012.

As of 7 /2512012
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OTHER FISCAL ITEMS 
 

EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENTS 
 
The following agreement has been awarded, has been approved by the Chancellor, and 
is recommended for approval by the U. T. System Board of Regents.  Such employment 
under this agreement is subject to the Rules and Regulations of the Board of Regents 
and the policies of The University of Texas at Austin. 

1. Item: President 

 Funds: $472,200 annually 

 Period: Beginning February 1, 2006 

 Description: Agreement for employment of William C. Powers, Jr., as President 
of The University of Texas at Austin.  The President reports to the 
Chancellor and the Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs 
and shall hold office without fixed term subject to the pleasure of the 
Chancellor.  President Powers will receive $52,800 as a salary 
supplement in lieu of a housing allowance pursuant to approved 
policy.  During his presidency, he will continue to hold the Hines H. 
Baker and Thelma Kelley Baker Chair in Law without compensation. 
He will not be paid a salary as Professor.  During his presidency he 
also will be appointed to the Regents' Chair in Higher Education 
Leadership and he will have access to the chair income for initiatives 
on campus.  The University of Texas Law School Foundation will 
make a one-time lump sum payment to President Powers to satisfy 
its deferred compensation commitment to him for Fiscal Year 2006.  
Mr. Powers will serve as President-Designate from January 1 
through January 31, 2006, at the same salary rate he will receive 
upon becoming President on February 1, 2006. 
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